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Community Gathers in Killia
Forum Brings Thousand Tog ther for Reflection, DO cu sion
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The word "peace" appeared Wednesday afternoon outside of
Lobby 7, covering the call to "victory" erected overnight.

Free Speech Debate
Focuses on Posters
Decrying U.S. Policy
By Eric Berry
A Lobby 7 drop poster comparing U.S. militarism against
civilians
abroad
to recent
attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon has
become the focal point of a free
speech debate on campus.
The poster, which was put
up by MIT's chapter of Refuse
and Resist, was tom down by a
local construction worker, said
Anton Van Der Ven, a postdoctoral
associate
actively
involved in the group.
When a female member of
the group who was guarding the
poster tried to intervene,
the
construction
worker allegedly
told her, " 'We should kill them
all, and kill you, too' ," Van Der
Ven said.
The poster
condemned
Tuesday's attacks on New York
City, the Pentagon, and Pennsylvania, going on to say, "This
tragedy
reminds
us of the

impact of U.S. policy on civilians in other lands .... Our government's response must make
it clear that this nation will no
longer target civilians.
This
means an end to all military aid
to countries like Israel, Colombia, and Turkey."
. The poster was subsequently
put back up, and the group contacted the Campus Police, "who
have been very supportive" of
the group's right to free speech,
Van Der Ven said.
Brice C. Smith G, another
active member of Refuse and
Resist, defended
the poster,
saying that "a line has to be
drawn between speech that is
offensive
and that which i
harassment."
tudent reactions mixed
Students passing by Lobby
7 questioned
the poster's
appropriateness.
"There's
a
Free Speech, Page 17
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Students read notes written on the walls of Lobby 10. The
paper banners' serve as a memorial for those lost in Tuesday's
tragedy.

Pre ident
Vest discus e future cience polic .
Page 7

tudents, faculty, and other member of the MIT community gathered
on Killian
ourt Wedne day to
reflect upon Tue day' tragedie in
ew York, at the Pentagon, and in
Pennsylvania.
Chancellor Phillip L. Clay PhD
'75 called the gathering in order to
bring the MIT community together
for the first time ince the tragedy. "At
3 :00 pm in Killian court, the entire
MIT community - students, faculty,
and taff - is invited to assemble to
share our feelings, support each other
as member of the community, and
draw trength from our common
sense of purpose and caring" Clay
said on Tuesday evening in a letter to
the MIT community.
The gathering began with the
playing of a musical passage by Gustav Mahler, which was followed by a
short peech delivered by Clay. "It is
important to share our thoughts, and
to draw on the strength of a community united;' he said. "The greatest
benefit will come from your talking
to each other, and not from anything
coming from thi podium.'
Clay said that members of the
MIT community should take care not
to sublimate blame for the tragedy on
each other. "There has already been a
small trickle of hateful communication directed at members of our community," he aid. "We have the
responsibility to support each other,
and the diversity our community represents."
Following Clay's address, Rev.
Amy McCreath led the community in
a minute of silence honoring those
who lost their lives on Tuesday.
tephen C. Grave ,profe
or of
management and chair of the faculty,

deli ered a hort addre ,which was
followed by brief peeche given by
Undergraduate Association Pre ident
Jaime . Devereaux '02 and Graduate tudent ouncil Pre ident Dilan
A. eneviratne.
Seneviratne
poke about how

many of the international students
and faculty have lived through terrorism in their home countries. "I know
there are many international
taff,
tudents, and faculty who have been
Killian Page 21
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Chancellor Phillip L. Clay PhD '75, Professor of Management and
Chair of Faculty Stephen C. Graves, and UA President Jaime E. Devereaux '02 addressed Wednesday's assembly on Killian Court.

Students Get Laptops for Coursework
By Shankar Mukherji
ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

The MIT Council on Educational
Technology (MITCET) has initiated
a program to distribute laptop computers to tudents as part of an e periment aimed at assessing the educational impact of a mobile computing
environment.
"The desired outcome of thi
experiment," says a document produced by MITCET, "i to determine
and measure the pedagogical and
learning benefits of wireless, mobile
computing in education."
The departments of Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Architecture, and Physic are offering
courses which make use of the
mobile computing grants.
"The Council wa looking at
ways the MlT educational experience
needed to change," aid Director of
Academic Computing
. S. Vijay
Kumar.

Comics

According to Kumar, much of the
discussion surrounding pedagogical
innovation centered around "more
flexibility in educational delivery that
supports collaborative
education
active learning, and that is not reliant
on the phy ical
location
of
machines.'
The program is being jointly run
by Academic Computing and the
Computing Practices Re ource Team
(CPRT).
"There are 250 machines in the
project," said Kyle E. Pope, team
leader of CPRI'. "And 125 of them,
to be u ed for Introduction
to
Computer and Engineering Problem
olving (1.00) and Mechanics and
Material I (2.001), were donated by
the Hewlett-Packard Corporation.
"That add up to something like
half a million dollar of grant aid,'
Pope said. "The remaining fund are
from
ITCET, which [ultimately]
c.ome from the
lex and Brit

Page 5
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Cour e tailor laptop u e to fit
need
" tudents [except for tho e in the
Technology Enabled Active Learning
program] will get the laptop, a
wireless
card a ca e and the
computers will be regi tered with
[<Stopit@mit.edu>],'
Pope aid.
tudioMIT (Architecture)
and
2.00 I students
will be is ued
individual laptop for their personal
academic use.
" rchitecture
tudents will be
using [the laptops] for CAD-CAM
(computer-aided
de ign
and
computer-aided
manufacturing)
development,
on-site
work at
construction building project , and
ultimately developing portfolios of
their architectural work" said Phillip
Laptops, Page 21
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Powe Asks Pakistan for Help
Offe i e
In Finding Fugitive bin Laden
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ith the world's attention diverted by terrori t ttac
in ew
ork and
a hington, I rael ha launched a military offen i
in
Palestinian-controlled territory in the e t Bank and Gaza trip that
ha killed a dozen Pale t.inians in the la t three day .
poke man for the I raeli army aid the operation, including
deep incur ion by column of tanks, were intended to 'eliminate terrori t activities," including drive-by hooting.
But indep ndent
I raeli analy t and Pale tinians aid I rael is taking ad antage of the
terror attac
in the United tate to carry out rai that might otherwi e have attracted critici m from abroad.
ot only was there practically no condemnation
om Europe or
the United tate, but the raid recei ed little att ntion in the I raeli
media as well.
In the late operation, a column of I raeli t
ompanied by
infantry roared into the I epy Jordan alley town of Jericho b fore
dawn Thur day, triggering a mattering of oppo ition by Pale tinian
gunmen. The two hou e in Jericho hit by I r li tank: hell are
around the comer from the home of aeb Ere t, a top Pale tinian
peace negotiator. Erekat, a moderate who maintain clo
relation
with a wide variety of high-ranking I raeli official,
aid the I raeli
attac
as unprovoked.
He said I raeli Prime
ini ter Ariel haron i taking ad antage of
ashington'
focu on the aftermath of the murderou
attac
in
America. He' using thi for two things' Erekat aid.' First to do
whatever he ants without anybody watching him. econd, he' trying to package thi for the world as ifhe i fighting terrorism.'
By midday Thur day, the army had withdrawn it force from the
centers of Jenin and Jericho but remained in positions on Pale tinian
territory at the perimeter .
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ecretary of tate Colin Powell
Thur day pointed to wealthy audi
e ile 0 ama bin Laden a a prime
uspect in th att c on Tue day by
airplan hijac er and later poke by
telephone with Paki tan' lead r to
in i t on hi help in hunting down
the fugitive militant and uprooting
hi ne or.
e are looking t those terrori t
OIg nizations that have the kind of
capacity that would have been n ce ary to conduct the attack that we
a ," Po ell aid."
e haven t yet
publi ly identified the organization
we belie e as re pon ible. But
hen you look at the li t of candidate , one re id
in that region."
When a ked by a reporter Powell
confirmed he meant bin Laden.
Powell aid that a oon a the
nited tate i certain of the identity of the culprit in the hijacking ,
We will go after that group that
network and tho e that ha e harbored, supported and aided that network to rip that network up.
He added, 'When we are through
with that network, we will continue
with a global a ault against terror-

citie . The nited tate doe not
re ognize the Taliban and does not
ha e diplomatic relations with them.
But an aggre sive diplomatic
ampaign ha al 0 won the nited
tates upport from a range of international organization
including a
re olution of upport adopted 56-1
by the U . General As embly. The
curity Council has al 0 ignaled its readine s to take teps in
re ponse to the attacks.
De pite efforts to build an international coalition, Powell aid the
admini tration would not let this tie
it hands as it ought to pur ue terrori ts and state that support them.
We will not do it in such a way that
if the United States feels a need to
act alone by itself, we will not be
constrained by the fact that we're
working with others a well," he
aid.
The ultimate goal is to build
international momentum for a sustained confrontation with terrorist
groups and governments that provide
them support and haven. "What we
don't want to do is to have a quick
burst, while everybody is focused on
what happened, and then lose sight
of the fact it's going to take some
time to root out terrorism,"
the
senior administration official said.

i m in general. '
The focu on bin Lad n and hi
ba e in fghani tan ha driven
much of the Bu h admini tr tion'
diplomatic effort to rally upport
for po ible military trike in retalition for Tu day attac .
Deputy
ecretary
of
tate
Richard
rmitag,
meeting with
enior Pili tani official for th econd day, made everal demand ,
including that Pili tan clo e it border with
fghani tan, cut off fuel
upplie to the Taliban and grant
o erflight right to U . military aircraft, admini tration official
aid.
The nited tate i also looking for
intelligence cooperation.
Though the Bush admini tration
ha e pre ed grave concern about
the afe haven provided to bin Laden
by the Taliban movement ruling
most of fghanistan US. officials
aid they were unaware of any official American discu sions with the
Taliban about terrorism since the
attacks on Tuesday.
'We have ways of talking to them
and we're exploring those ways
now," Powell said. State Department
officials said the administration
could contact the Taliban through
their representatives in Islamabad,
ew York or a few other foreign

CITY

One of the last ob tacIe to China's entry in the
orId Trade
Organization wa overcome Thur day when
hina and
exico
reached agreement in Geneva on their trade difference .
The principal remaining barrier i China' alleged preferential
treatment of U. . in urance giant American International Group,
which has provoked the European Union' ire. But trade expert are
optimi tic it will be ettled by the
TO ministerial meeting in
Qatar in ovember, when China's admission is expected to be formalized.
Mexico has been low to agree with China because of concerns
for its apparel, toy and shoe industrie , which will have a difficult if
not impo sible time competing again t Chinese import on equal
footing.
Term of the Thursday's agreement, which came during a WTO
meeting in Geneva eem to indicate a exico victory. The nation can
keep duties in place for at lea t ix years, with an extension if it can
prove Chine e dumping persists. The
exican government
aid
Thursday'S agreement gives
exican companies better access to
China's market .
China's long-awaited
admi ion to the 142-nation WTO has
depended on bilateral accords with all major countries, deal that
have followed rapidly since it and the United tates came to terms in
pring 2000.
Chinese negotiators must also contend with recent signs of
domestic di satisfaction with the WTO. Employees of China's stateowned companies are worried that the WTO deal that their government has truck will co t them their jobs in protected indu trie that
will soon face competition.

Officials in Arab States Pledge

Support for U.S. Investigation
By Howard Schneider
THE WASHINGTON

POST
CAJRO, EGYPT

Officials in audi Arabia, Egypt
and Jordan pledged that their intelligence and police ervices will help
U. . inve tigators seeking to determine who was behind Tue day's
attacks
in
ew York
and
Wa bington. U . officials have said
their suspicion are focused on the
fghanistan-based
network of the
accused
audi terrorist Osama bin
Laden and according
to U.S.
reports, investigator are interviewing men who are apparently
of
audi Arabian and Egyptian origin
and may be bin Laden followers.
"We agree that thi is an attack
against us all," aid Jordanian Foreign
ini ter Abdulillah Khatib, whose

country in late 1999 foiled a plot by ment officials agreed there may be
limits to what Arab states can or are
bin Laden associates.' But he added:
willing to do on America's behalf at a
'We will need to exert effort to draw
time when shock over the attacks is
lines between the issues terrorism and
offset by anger over American supthe struggle for independence on the
part of different people."
. port for Israel and what is seen as
unjust punishment against Iraq.
Throughout
the Arab world,
Even as they pledged help in figdenunciations
of the attacks have
uring out what happened in ew
mounted in the last two days, with secYork and Washington this week,
mar leaders, Muslim clerics and even
regional allies stopped short of comfundamentalist groups denouncing
mitments for future military action.
what happened as an offense to Islam.
Dismantling bin Laden and his
''If such attacks were carried out
organization or even toppling the
by a Muslim ... then we, in the name
Taliban would leave untouched groups
of our religion, deny the act and
like Hezbollah, the Shiite Muslim
incriminate the perpetrator,"
aid
movement in Lebanon; or Damascusheik Yusuf Qaradawi, a Qataribased organizations
such as the
based conservative cleric who has
Democratic Front for the Liberation of
been among the most outspoken critPalestine that have contributed to
ics ofU . support for Israel.
Pale tinian attacks on Israel.
But regional analysts and govern-
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A Taste of Autumn
By
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A col~ front moved through the area overnight, bringing with it a
chilly rain. howers will end thi afternoon, and a region of high pre sure
will preside over the region all weekend. Fair, cool weather will linger
into the beginning of next week, with daytime temperatures
slowly
increasing to the low 70s (22°C) by the middle of next week.
There are currently three named tropical storm in the tlantic region.
Hurricane Erin, located in the orth tlantic and weakening, is expected
to pas near ewfoundland in the next few days. Hurricane Felix, located
in the middle of the tlantic Ocean, is heading north with maximum ustained winds of 105 mph (1 0 kph), and may continue to strengthen.
Tropical torm Gabrielle, in the Gulf of exico, has brought heavy rains
to Florida 0 er the past few day and is expected to strengthen to hurricane force before it make landfall thi weekend, but forecast models are
uncertain as to the path of the storm.
arm temperatures prevail aero s much of the southern and we tern
portions of the country today, with rain and cooler temperatures in the
northern plains and aero s the ortheast a far south as Washington DC.
The
idwest will be unny but cool with temperatures in the 60s 20°C).
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E tended Forecast
Today: Rain to start, ending during the afternoon. High near 63°F (17°C).
Tonight:
lowly clearing, low around 50°F 10°C.
aturda:
unny high around 65°F (18°C , lows in the mid 40s (7°C).
unda:
unny high in the upper 60s (20°C , low around 50°F (lO°C.
ondav:
unny high around 70°F 21°C).
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With World in Chaos, bin Laden

Establishes Base in Indonesia
Osama bin Laden, suspected of
rna terminding Tue day' ttack in
ew York and at the Pentagon ha
begun operating in Indonesia where
social chao and rising I lamic fundamentali m provide a rich recruiting
ground, authorities said.
Bin Laden, sought by the United
tates for his alleged role in the 199
bombing of two embas ies in fuca,
i believed to be planning a terrori t
attack in Indone ia, official aid.
Intelligence officials Iso believe
the bin Laden organization might
seek to use the va t, unruly
Indone ian archipelago as a staging
area for attacks in other countrie .

e ha e known for quite orne
time that the bin Laden group ha
e tabli h d itself in Indonesia," aid a
enior Western diplomat said thi
ek. 'I think they ee real opp rtunities in the orld's bigge t u lim
country and one in which there are no
effective controls."
Islamic fund mentali m ha
found many new upporters
in
Indone ia since 199,
hen the
downfall of uharto ended more than
three decades of military dictatorship.
Lt. Gen. Kiki yahnakri, deputy chief
of the Indonesian
army, warned
recently that international terrorist
activity i likely to escalate in
Indonesia, a sprawling country of
17,000 islands.
During the 1990 , bin Laden i

believed to have funneled money to
the oro Islamic Liberation Front in
the outhem Philippine and trained
orne Indone ian there along with
Filipinos. 0 er the past year fighters
from fghani tan with alleged links
to bin Laden have tra eled 0
In done ia'
aluku island to join
forces with Laskar Jihad, an extremi t
Indonesian I lamic group that is seeking to drive Christians
from the
region.
early 90 percent of Indonesia's
population is uslim and many official find it difficult to take firm
action again t I lamic extremi t ,
including La kar Jihad, which ha
ent more than 4 000 fighters to the
Malukus and operates there virtually
unchecked.

Pentagon Authorities Plan to Call
Anny Reserve Foree to Active Duty
By Bradley Graham
THE

WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTO

The Pentagon plans to call several thousand reservists to active duty
in the next few days in what defense
officials said Thursday would likely
mark the start of a much larger military mobilization
in the wake of
Tuesday's terrorist strikes.
The initial call-up will focus on
reservists with "specialized kills,"
according to a enior military official. He said many of the extra personnel were necessary to support
combat air patrols over major metropolitan areas instituted this week.
They will fill out the ranks of pilots,
aviation maintenance crews and air

traffic controllers. The Pentagon has
the authorization
to call about
40,000 re ervists, the official said.
The Pentagon move represent
the fir t significant federal call-up.
nd because major U. . military
actions almost invariably require
reservists to supplement regular
troops, Pentagon estimates of the
number of reservists likely to be
summoned in the weeks ahead range
in the tens of thousands.
As President Bush and his top
national security aide were reported reviewing retaliatory options,
several high-ranking Pentagon officers said Thursday they expected the
U. S. military response this time
would be far more aggressive and

require a larger force than the limited attacks that have characterized
past American reaction to terrorist
attacks. This time, military officials
said, Bush and his advisers appear
ready to consider the use of ground
'troops, particularly special forces.
More generally, they said administration official are inclined to give
greater weight to employing military force rather than treating the
matter largely as a poJice action.
At the sam~ time, military official
knowledgeable
about the
extent of Pentagon preparations
characterized the planning as still in
the early stage. They said no specific
targets had been selected and no
forces yet 'earmarked for action.
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President to VISit ewYork City
EWSDAY
WA HINGTO

President Bush plan to visit ew York ity Friday to view the
ruined World Trade
nter tower and, he said, to "thank and hug and
cry with' survi ors and re cue workers.
During a telephone c II Thur day, Bu h accepted an invitation
from
ew Yor Gov. George Pataki and
ew York City Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani to come to the city.
"I can't tell you how ad I am, and America is, for the people of
ew Yor
ity and the tri-state area," he said during the conversation.
He aid he 100 s forward to personally thanking the people there
who 'made a huge di play for the world to see, of the compassion of
America and the bravery of America."
Bu h told Pataki and Giuliani that he would begin the trip after a
ervice at the ational Cathedral on what he has declared a national
day of prayer and remembrance.

Building

earby Trade entre

Show igns of tructural Instability
ElY DAY
EW YORK

As re cue worker furiously dug for urvivors Thursday, they
toiled in the shadow of structurally unstable buildings shattered by
the collap ing twin tower.
The Mayor'
Office of Emergency Management
confirmed
Thur day that World Trade enter buildings 7 and 5 and the Marriott
Hotel have been destroyed. But more than 10 buildings forming a
ring around the World Trade Center complex have also sustained
heavy damage, including the
illennium Hotel, One Liberty Plaza,
and Three Financial Center. Thur day afternoon, rescue workers were
temporarily repositioned away from the latter two building out of
fears that they would colJap e.
Paul Wein press secretary for the ew York City Department of
Buildings, aid teams of worker were scrambling to en ure the stability of buildings surrounding the epicenter as quickly as possible.
John Filson, manager of the U. . Geological urvey's Earthquake
Hazards Program in Re ton, Va. said the World Trade Center' foundations were based in granite bedrock, 'which is about as solid a rock
as you can get."
The three heavily damaged building
of the World Financial
Center, however, were built on 14 acres of landfill in Battery Park
City, some of which came from dredging for the World Trade Center's
construction.
evertheles , Filson and other seismologists and civil engineer
agreed that the instability of buildings around the World Trade Center
likely resulted from fire and falling debris instead of the relatively
small seismic impact of the collapsing twin towers. Although not
familiar with the specific damage to the urrounding buildings, Fil on
said debris preading out from the collapse could have destabiJized
them by damaging the lode-bearing members of their frame .

NEW! evening appointment
Internal Medicine
Mental Health
Dental
Allergy
Eye, Pediatrics, Dermatology
X-ray/Mammography

o
o

Pharm,acyand Lab also open Monday thru Thursday til 7pm
Urgent care still 24 hours a day / 7 days a week I every day of the year

In light of recent e en ,John Re d' ttac
on the political and economic foundations of
America hould erve as a warning t freedomloving people e erywhere.
The price of freedom is eternal .gilan e, 0
it i said. e in the U. . mu t remain ever vigilant and ready to defend our el e not only
against foreign terrori ts but from our enemie
within.
ichael E. Roli h '04

di or : De doot ajumdar '04, Annie . Choi;
ociate ditor: Fred Choi '02; taff: Erik
Blankinship
G, Lance
athan G, Bence P.
Olveczky G, onja
harpe G, Vladimir V.
Zelevinsky '95, Bogdan Fedeles '03, Jumaane
Jeffries '02, Jacob Beniflah '03, Daniel J. Katz
'03, Jane Madurarn '03, my
eadows '03,
Jeremy Ba kin '04, Chaitra Chandra ekhar '04,
andra M. Chung '04, Izzat Jarudi '04, Chad
errant '04, Joseph Graham.
PHOTOGRAPHY
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Editor:
athan Collin G, Roshan Baliga '03,
Wendy Gu '03;
t ff: Erika Brown
G,
Krzy ztof Gajo G, Garry Ma kaly G, Karlene
R. Ma kaly G, Michelle Povinelli G, Bob
umner G, amudra Vijay G, Gregory F. Kuhnen '00, Wan Yu of Wan Morshidi '00, ephir
Hamilton
M '01,
hade
Boatin'O 1, ii
Dodoo '01, Kaila
arendran '01, Jame
nyder '01, Matthew D. Mishrikey '02, Yi Xie '02,
Leonid Drozhinin '03, Ekaterina 0 ikine '03,
Matt T. Yourst '03, Pedro L. Arrechea '04;
Brian Hemond '04, Max Planck '04, Jacqueline
T. Yen '04, isir Botta '04.

anager: Rachel John on '02;
anager: Jasmine Richards '02;

EDITORS

Mike Hall' column in Wedne day's extra
i ue of The Tech i way off the mark. While I
ympathize wholeheartedly with
ike' feeling , I cannot agree with hi call to arms. I w
born and rai ed in ew York City and knew the
affected area quite well, in fa t, my enior prom
was at indow On The
orId thi p t June.
H i very unsettling to see tho e tower gone
now. My mother and brother and the vast
majority of my friend all live in ew York.
ThankfulIy, they are all okay, but as ike say,
some were not 0 lucky. I know what it i like
not knowing; I know what it was like to wait for
my mother to call me, to be unable to reach
anyone in ew York by phone becau e all
incoming call were rejected. I know what it
was like to it in cla , ondering what had
happened, and to watch the TV feeling powerle s. The terror of not knowing. But I di agree
with Mike's conclusion. ow is not the time to
trike back. It is not the time for vengeance, for
that is the very thing that got us here in the first
place. I would venture to say that 'they" the
perpetrator
of this unthinkable crime have
fir t-hand knowledge of 'not knowing, , of
waiting to hear about their family members.
Tho e dancing in the treets of everal
.ddle
Eastern town certainly had a familiarity with
not knowing that we cannot comprehend.
ow
is the time to look at what went wrong, to look
at what happened and what can be done to prevent such a catastrophe in the future. It is not, as
some might claim, appeasement to the terrorists, for their goal were very much contrary to
peace. They wanted to instill anger and they've
done a marvelous job. In the memory of all
those who have died 10 t their loved one ,
friends, jobs, memories and city landmarks,
much like my elf, let us now u e fbi di aster to
inaugurate an era of peace, not of violence.
Revenge is not the solution. Revenge is
appeasement; it is the re ponse of the cowardly
to the cowardly. We must show these terrorists
and the world that we do not stand for violence.
That violence is the last re ort of the incompetent. We mu t all tand together again t this
threat and ay we will not allow the destruction
to continue. Because killing more people is not
the answer. I understand the anger - I felt it
myself - but I realize too that tho e who died
would not want the world to be plunged into
chaos. What better memorial to them all than a
world of peace and security?
J.D. Zamfirescu '05
Caring for patients at MIT, a day does not
go by during which I do not worry about the
possibility of doing omeone a measure of harm
while performing surgery. Despite this constant
concern, the truth is that I can potentially inflict
a lot more harm behind the wheel of a car than I
can in the operating room where, at worst, I can
injure only one per on at a time. On the positive
side of ledger, over 30 year of caring for
patients one by one I like to think that I have
done some good, alleviated orne suffering, and
improved the quality of some people s lives.
Perhap I have even saved a few lives by diagnosing orne illne es still in a curable stage.
t thi moment, the work of a lifetime
seems trifling and insignificant in the face of the

I ee no defense against uch insanity other
than to re olve to continu to try to do more
good than harm on a day-to-day ba i and to
recommend fbi approach to others.
Ed ard B. ldin
T edical Chief of Oral urgery
I did not find out about the events in ew
York, Wa hington and Pittsburgh until I arrived
at my lab in Building 1 late Tuesday moming.
After b orbing the new from arious Web
ite a colleague and I tarted to discuss variou
related thing , from the wisdom of U. . foreign
policie to the general state ofhmnanity.
our
con, ersation moved into the hall, we noticed a
bit of math, a deri ation of omething, neatly
and purpo efully written on the hall whiteboard.
Our first reaction was to dismi s it as trite in
light of the day's tragedy, but then we thought:
if e eryone could touch such diaphanou beauty
a we could, would all this have happened?
adly, perhap it is only when mindles acts
occur that we mo t fully realize how precious
and jewel-like the human mind is. The World
Trade Center was a tremendous Romantic symbol: in purpose, a buzz of human energy as a
nexus of commerce; architecturally, a sublime
product of the aggregate blood, sweat, tears and
geniu of a great civilization, yearning skyward
- in other words, a temple to the human spirit
in ew York, the exemplar city of American
value. The aggressors chose their target wisely.
In the coming time, we can expect much worry
and activity concerning national security and
retaliation. However, over the long term, perhaps we hould examine why that which is so
beautiful would be considered so ugly by orne.
I submit that it is because freedom and intellect
are one and that those who are enemies of one
are enemies of the other.
Sourav-K. Mandai '00
Fir t of all, my prayers go out to all those
who have lost a loved one or are learning of the
whereabouts of their loved one . I my elf was
numb all day until I could get through to my
family and make sure that they were all safe and
well. My deepe t sympathies for those still
unsure of the whereabouts of their loved ones.
But more importantly, I want to thank the
professors and teachers for taking the tune out
to allow the students to ignore their academics,
for once, so they could take care of their emotional health and learn the whereabouts of their
loved ones. Likewise, I thank those who pushed
us to live our lives in the aftermath of uch horror and, in turn, defy those who sought to terrorize us. Others immediately marched out to
metro-Boston blood donation centers to do their
part to save lives, and I think the gratitude of
thousands go out to them.
The e tragedies are infrequent but serious,
and it' truly a great thing to see the Institute
band together for trength and support. It was a
warming reminder that MIT is not just an Institute, but an entity made up ofhmnan beings.
Sandy M. Pae '02
The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.
Terrorism aims to cause fear: paralyzing fear
that immobilizes societies. Our society, America, cannot submit to fear. We are a mighty people, the strongest the planet has ever seen. The
tenets of this nation dictate that we not abandon

the b nner of freedom and liberty mer ly
be ause antagoni m is directed gainst us.
e
mu t tand trong, holding high the American
flag amidst tragedy, wearing our wor at ur
id and drawing them out to trike only when
we have ascertained our enemy.
The event of eptember 11, 2001 will be
remembered in our g neration. I will ne er forg t my disbelief right before taking a chemistry
quiz: a plane had flown into the World Trade
Center. It eemed as if uddenly my existence
had been
en into an elaborate cien e fiction
plot, and yet it wa till reality.
further
event
of the day unfolded,
I watched,
awe truck that this could be happening to this
nation.
Thi attack was executed with amazing military preci ion, triking two major targets within
the pace of an hour, creating ha oc and hutting down much of the go emment. The principle aim of the terrorists, however, will not be
accompli hed. Ameri a wilJ not withdraw from
world affairs, wounded and wary, never to stand
again as the light of liberty across the world.
Though the Towers molder in ashes and ruin,
Lady Liberty yet holds forth her torch, her eyes
filled with tear and her fists clenched in righteousanger.
It is very ea y to lose ight of the tremendous 10 s that our nation has taken. ''Thousand
of lives" is not just an expres ion for a number.
Each of tho e lives was not merely a life; each
was a thread in the intricate web that is human
existence. Each life taken was prematurely
ended.
merica 10 t an irreplaceable part of
itself on September 11, 2001. In dealing with
the aftermath, we must remember that these are
innocent human beings who have been cruelly
slain.
The options of our course of action must be
weighed carefully, yet we must not lower ourelves to the level of the terrorists. America cannot fmd true vengeance by slaying innocent
pea ants whose government has given safe
haven to terrorists. If we do so, then we are no
better than the terrorists: brutes who slay innocents without just cause. We are the most powerful nation on earth. Our technology and force
exceed that of anything else this planet bas ever
seen. We have the capability to track down
those responsible, apprehend them and bring
them to the fu1J force of our justice system. And
so that new fanatics will not replace them, we
must destroy their operations
and supply
cache . We will erase their memory from the
earth. This we can do. This we must do. This
we shall do.
Dominik R. Rabiej '05
After the horrific events of Tuesday, we are
unfortunately beginning to hear of backlash
from people who are uninformed and unable to .
contain their feelings. Such backlash has taken
place against Sikh men wearing turbans, who
the perpetrators assume' are instead Muslim.
Sikhism is entirely different from Islam, and
when you see a man in a turban in this country,
he almost certainly is a Sikh, not a Muslim. He
"may have been born in India or here in the U.S.,
but he undoubtedly has the same feelings you
do: shock, horror, and outrage at the cowards
who carried out Tuesday's attacks. There are
Sikh members of the MIT community, both in
the faculty and staff, and in the student body.
Offer your hand of support to your Sikh neighbor, and allow us to offer ours to you. Please
become informed, and know that the hearts and
prayers of the Sikh community, American and
Indian alike, are with the families and friends
and with our country.
Gurukarm K Khalsa
Biology Course Web Designer
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An Eye for an Eye
Recent event have unfolded like a terri ing cene out of aTom
Ian y no el. America has been atta ked, and thou ands of American citizen
have been
died.
s a
consequence the American ideal of freedom
and capitali mare under attack a well.
e
cannot it and do nothing. In tead, we mu t
eek out those re ponsible and punish them
with the full onslaught of all our might.
Con ider the target: the World Trade enter and the Pentagon. The World Trade enter
was not merely an office building; it was the
preeminent ymbol of American capitalism. It
ymbolized the tunning wealth accumulated
in merica over the last two centurie as a
result of the Indu trial Revolution. The Pentagon, likewi e, is not just a military office
building.
or is it merely one of the largest
manmade
tructures on the planet. It repreents our country's unmatched military power,
and our trength and re olve in defending our
interests both at home and abroad.
The e attacks were no two-bit operation.
Terrorism and intelligence experts have speculated about who might have the nece sary
re ources and the li t i hort. The name at the
top, of course, i Osama bin Laden, who e
group has been re pon ible for many of the
attacks against America over the last decade.
(Bin Laden claims
that he is not
responsible, but he
supports
the
attacks.)
But terrorism
is rarely just the
work of private
individuals.
Terrorists often also
have the backing
of governments
which
provide
them with the military
resourcesthey need, as well
as the most essential ingredient of
all, money. The
greatest sponsor of
terrorists was once
the Soviet Union, but with its collapse, new
regimes have stepped in. The countries who
- sponsor terrorism consist mostly of familiar
names: Iran, Iraq, Syria, Sudan, Afghanistan,
etc. What they have in common is that they
hate America and everything America stands
for, and their support .of terrorism is a direct
consequence of this.
Investigating which groups and what countries are involved or complicit is a di tinct
issue from the question of retaliation, and I
will leave this to others. We should certainly
put some effort into investigation, but this is
really the least of our problems. The fact of
the matter is that this is a declaration of war
against America. We have appeased these terrorist nations for far too long, and it's time to
change that. Yes, we should attack whoever is
responsible for this specific attack, but that's
not enough. We need to declare·war on and
destroy any and all nations that are responsible for terrorism against America, and end this
threat for once and for all.
Some pacifists among us might suggest that
we should not undertake any military action.
"We cannot change what is already done," the
pacifist argument goes, "and by retaliating, we
merely lower ourselves to the level of our
attackers." But the paci.fist argument falls short
on both moral and practical grounds.
The common sense practical argument for
retaliation is simple. If we do not retaliate, we
send a mes age to potential future terrorists

th t they will not f: e any consequ nee for
their action , encouraging
future attacks.
Therefore it i very clearly in our intere ts to
puni h tho ere pon ible.
The moral argument directly challenge
the claims of pa ifi m.
for the fir t part of
the claim - that the damage has already been
done - I fully agree, but that i not the is ue.
Pacifi m attempt to lend a moral equivalence
to the initiation of force and the use of force to
re pond to another
initiation of force. But
th e are entirely different in nature. It i the
differen e between unprovoked attack and
elf-defen e. Pacifist claims of moral equivalen e are an in ult to tho e of us who value
our own li e .
Remember also that the moral answer to
terrori m i to recognize that our proper tandard of value is our own lives.
person who
value his ov n life above all will ne er
become a uicide bomber or an airplane
hijacker. Only omeone who accept
the
viciou doctrine of altrui m the idea that we
must place the interests of other above tho e
of our own, will do uch a thing. If the e
hijacker had -placed their live as their highest value, they would never have acrificed
their live for their' twi ted cause in the way
they did on Tuesday.
Likewise, we must recognize that those
arne standards apply to our country and
to our shared interest , such as our
national security. We should
not li ten to
the
critics
who tell us
that we ought
not engage in
unilateral
action.
We
must decide
on a rational
course
of
action, and we
should consider our
allies' thoughts on
military proposals. But
once we act, if others
criticize us, we must
hold our resolve. We
must never allow the
complaints
of other
nations to endanger our country's interests.
The choice is clear. We must ask ourselves
- do we value our own lives? Do we value
America, the freest country in the world? Do
we value the fundamentally
American and
moral economic system of capitalism, symbolized in the World Trade Center, that has
led to the unprecedented creation of wealth
worldwide? Do we value the American military, the strongest military in the world, a military that has crushed the oppression of so
many dictators and so many threats to our
nation over so many years?
If our answer is ''yes'' - and I hope that
we all would answer thusly - our reaction
follows as a direct consequence. Whoever did
this to America, and whoever is responsible
for or complicit in the attacks, must be killed.
Whatever government is behind the attacks,
we must bomb into submission with the full
might of our military, and replace with a government dedicated to freedom, democracy, and
capitalism. Whatever governments have done
this to us in the past - we must do the same.
The co t will be great. American lives will
be lost. I fear that this war will escalate
beyond our intentions. Indeed, war i never
glorious. But, in the words of Julius Caesar,
the die is cast. The lines are drawn. The war
has begun. All that is left i for you to pick
your side. You are either with America or
against us. I urge you to ide with America
and support this war.
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Don't Fight Fire With Fire
.chael Borucke
It eems that everyone who appears on TV
wants war. The media, the congre men the military officials are calling for immediate retaliatory actions. Before the people of thi country have
begun to mourn, before we even know who was
responsible for the attacks a large military
response seems in vitable.
It doe n't matter where or who or how much
to trike; just something to cause pain to cause
more destruction, 0 that we may feel better. But
if you think about it, you know that no good can
come of more violence. I'm not speaking about
turning the other cheek or taking the high
ground. imply on a rational level, there i no
way that more violence will solve anything.
Emotionally, only time can heal our collective grief. The 10 s that thousands of families
have recently endured cannot be assuaged with
the 10 of more lives. 0 one will feel better if
we annihilate another culture.
trategically, the call for more violence has
no merit. First, we don't know who was responible for the attacks. There is no hard evidence as

Jilk should certainly put some
diort into investigation, but this
is really the least of our
problems. The fact of the matter
is that this is a declaration of
war against America. Jilk've
appeased these terrorist nations
for far too long) and its time to
change that.

of yet, and no one has claimed respon ibility.
This has not stopped peculation and the subsequent preparations for retaliation. If the persons
responsible are found, and the U.S. doe retaliate,
it will no doubt co t the lives of many innocent
people, as it has in previous wars. econdly,
many politicians have said we must use force as
deterrence "to make ure people understand the
U.S. will not tolerate this."
How can a person or group
ready to commit suicide
possibly be deterred by
1055
violence? They can't be.
The only effect of U. .
retaliation will 'be to provoke further attacks.
It's obvious that we
can't defend against these
attacks either - even with
our enormous arsenal, we
could not top the attacks. evertheless, congressmen are already using this tragedy to push
for more spending on defense, and specifically
on missile defense. But greater defense as a
deterrent is ludicrous. The criminals knowingly
and intentionally attacked the United tates, the
most heavily armed nation in the history of
mankind. ot only did this not deter the criminals, but their heinous acts were carried out quite

easily. 0 missile defense sy tern could possibly
have stopped the attacks. My que tion is how
will spending more on what didn't work in the
first place help to ensure that this doe n't happen
again?

Congressmen are already
pushing for more spending
on missile defense. The U is
the most heavily armed
nation in the world,
but no missile defense system
could have possibly
prevented the attacks.
It's not altogether a surprise that attacks of
this sort could happen again. That' where our
fear and our insecurity come from. What do we
a a ociety do to ensure our ecurity? Do we
support more violence? Do we find security in
the suspension of our civil liberties? Do we okay
the reallocation of education and social security funds to defense? We have to do
something to feel safe, it's a natural
human instinct, but is bombing
another country the answer?
Maybe we can begin by
trying to understand what
happened, and why it happened. If we can understand the motivations
behind the crimes we may
find a peaceful and affective
way to stop future attacks.
To do this, we cannot simply demonize tho e we perceive to be our enemy. We
cannot point and say,
"EVIL," because that's not
understanding; that's simply
propaganda meant to make
killing a whole lot easier on the
conscience. Instead of asking
.what kind of monster could do
something like this, we hould ask
what could drive another human being
to act with such deplorable behavior.
Understand that I'm not trying to justify
Tue day's attacks. They were despicable acts of
human behavior, and those perpetrators who are
still living should be brought to justice. or do I
mean to lessen the importance of the suffering of
the victims and their families. I still feel sick
about what happened to those people. But the
current atmosphere of war and death is simply
not the path to healing.
At home the culture of fear and violence that could
potentially
erupt
because of hard-line
actions abroad is
very disheartening.
1055 Already I've heard
tories of Americans
being
attacked
because of the color
of their kin. At this
school, e-mails expre sing racism and hatred
have begun circulating. -We have to remember
how insignificant and at the same time, how
important we all are. We all live on a this planet together, surrounded by the vacuum of
space, and in the end we are all we have. It
sounds novel and trite, and there' little chance
anything can come of it, but I don't know what
else to say - peace.

The
that thousands
offamilies have recently endured
cannot be assuaged with the
of thousands of more lives.

In the Name of Self-Defense
Guest Column
ida Rizwan Farid
Let me state at the start that I, my friend ,
and my relatives, completely condemn the e'
attacks. They were brutal, cary, and completely heartle s. I can't imagine the state of
mind of the poor passengers who were on
those planes. The terror, hopele sness and
de peration that must have been in their hearts
when they saw their planes aimed head on for
the world trade center. Whenever I hear the
account of the couple who jumped from the
towers holding hands I break down crying
thinking of how defeated they and the many
other people who jumped from the towers to
certain death must have felt, to jump from a
120 floor building knowing that there wa no
chance of urvival.

I have visited ew York City many, many
times. My brother used to live there till about
a year back. In fact, I was in the city a couple
of weeks ago, visiting my uncle, who wa in
from Sri Lanka. He had rented an apartment
half a block away from the twin tower . I was
in the towers daily, window-shopping
with
my cousin and aunt . Over the past 2 1/2
year I have visited the sky lobby at lea t 4
times with my friends. I have 0 many memories associated with tho e buildings and the
urrounding area . And to ee tho e beautiful
building crumbling to the earth was heartbreaking. It i hard to accept that the World
Trade Center is no more.
I know the popular opinion is that Mu lim
terrori ts were responsible for this attack.
While we don't know yet if that itrue or not
it is very important for people to realize that
whoever did this was not doing it for Islam.

Even if it turn out that tho e re pon ible for
these attacks were "Muslims ' they were not
practicing Islam. I lam i a religion of peace;
Muslims are only allowed to fight back in
self-defen
e.
nd self-defen
e doe not
include killing innocent . There were many
women (some pregnant), and children in that
building. It i mentioned in many places in the
Holy Quran, that whoever kill an innocent
believer will gotraight to hell in the afterlife.
And there were many, many believer
uslim and others) working in those buildings
and theurrounding
areas. Under no circumstance
would an action like this ever be
acceptable in I lam.
It is also important that thi
ituation be
contained. In the aftermath of the Oklahoma
bombing many
u lims suffered hara ment
at the hands of other civilian . It wa later discovered that uslim were not re pon ible for

this attack. But the suspicion and bitterness
left by this treatment was hard to forget. After
the American Embassy bombings in East
Africa, not enough time was given to investigation. The next thing we knew the U. . had
ent planes to bomb factories in udan which
turned out to be chemical factories, killing
many innocent civilians.
Under tandably, the outrage at the e acts is
trong. Everyone around the world is outraged a am I and all my Muslim friend and
relatives. Do not take this act of cold-blooded
killers to be ynonymous with IsI~, or even
mo t Muslim . My prayers are with all those
who suffered los es in the e attac . May God
help us through this horrible time of grief and
mourning, with patience and forbearing. God'
ble you all.

ida Rizwan Farid is a member
Class 0/2001.
\
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Gue t Column
Jonathan T.
Readers, I ha e a conf sion to m
. This
i not the column I had in mind hen I claimed
pace in today Tech. Originally, I had written
ven hundred
ord
ondemning the
e ond hou in lottery and moaning about the
incompetence
of the Office of Residential
Life and tudent Life Programs. But a I at
down Tue day to revi e that column, I couldn't continue in light of the gro
elf-centeredne s taring at me from th page.
It i easy to be orne 10 t in the
a of
mi fortune and inconvenience
of everyday
life. There are infinitely many pede trian
trouble that eem all-encornpa
ing when
they occur. They may merely annoy u having a cla s s heduled at 9
, or a
roommate
habits, or rude driver oblivious
to pede trian in a cro walk. They may be
di appointment
or imperfection
uch a
the many complaint
I e heard about the
quality and price of ram ark food. They
may be the tre e of IT, the dreaded fir t
.0 I exam, or the next problem
et. In my
ca e, I felt ufficiently injured by the econd

hou ing lott ry to ond mn it in print. It i
a y to 10 eight of th pricele
int ngibl
e po e and be om 10 t in the tangible
ant of life. It i a hame that it ta
orne
large trag dy to jo tl
into thinking about
the grand
h me of thing .
1 have lived a very h ltered life. In ju t
two wee
at
IT, I have
learned mor about the 'r al
world" than I ha e in the pa t
e enteen e . I am here
thinking that I had e n it all
after living on my 0 n for
three y ar
in boarding
chool, but I wa adly mi taken. The p ople who I ha e
m t in thi
hort time ha e
hed orne light on what the
, real orld' i like.
La t wee ,I r ali zed that I have been fortunate enough to alwa
receive the unconditional
upport and love of my parents,
ornething that I had al ay ta en or granted. That day - and thi wa n't a coincidence - I met orne one at IT who e parents
were
unlo ing,
critical,
and
domineering. I watched helple ly, a my
friend cried, earching fruitle Iy for ho
he

The point if this . to draw attention to the
thing that we take for oranted in life. For me)
it took a mas ive tragedy to draw attention to
the et iness of orne of my concern .

Like Robots

Rep
Gue t Column
handon Hart
eptember II, 2001, wa a day that will
be indelibly marked in our memorie .
of
the writing of this letter at 11 A
on eptember 12, many still do not comprehend the
heer magnitude
of the trage
that has
occurred. It i ad that for many
IT student,
eptember 11 will be remembered a a
day when busine
carried on as usual. It i
not my primary intent to criticize the admini tration for its actions in this confu ing time,
but rather to encourage each of u indi idualIy to look inward and reflect on our own
feelings and reaction to this stunning event.
The hi tori cal significance of this event
ha been compared to that of Pearl Harbor,
and this is one ca e where the media is not
being melodramatic. The one-day death toll
will likely dwarf the number of people who
have been killed in the ongoing conflict in
the
iddle East over a period of many
months. We are inundated with new drama
every day, but we must not let that desensitize u to truly important event when they
occur. This may very well be on of the five
most
ignificant
events in the hi tory of the United
tate.
While my own
ob ervation
of
tudents
have
been Iimited, the
indifference that I
have een among
man)
at
MIT
pea
volumes
about all of us. I
have heard that
orne tudent did
not even
fully
now about the
event until their cIa se were over for the
day, and many certainly did not have time to
appreciate the full extent of what wa occurnng. As we all know, MIT student are normally in ulated from the out ide world and
the event and i sue facing humanity on a
day-to-day ba is.
e instead prefer to focus
on algorithms, genomic sequences, and band
diagrams. Thi may be okay most of the
time, but we should not be so robotic that we
do not recognize a world-changing
event
when it laps us in the face. While orne of
our research may eventually help other people, our reaction to this cri is indicates that
most of us are motivated primarily by selfInterest. MIT as a whole fosters this ignorance and elf-absorbance.
When we don't
even have time to take a break and let the
news sink in, ho could we expect anyone
to appreciate the enormity of this occurrence?
The deadliest attack on U. . soil since
the Ci il War ha ju t occurred, and
IT's
response has been confused at be t. It is
understandable
for the administration to be
confu edat a time like this, a many of us
are. But we hould not expect tudents to be
focu ed on the normal routine in the face of
this tragedy.
The fault doe not lie with admini trators
alone, a many tudents would apparently
prefer 0 c n inue with the routine of classes
and r earch. The e student
should be

encouraged to take a tep back and con ider
how thi will affect all of u and hat thi
ay about
merica and the world we live
in. MIT ha never been a very nurturing or
caring in titution, and we houldn't expect
that
IT can how its tudent how to grow
and mature. That i not MIT' job.
But
IT can make the choice to give its
tudent
orne time to reflect, and to interact
with peer or loved one
0 that we may
develop and learn in our own way. Today,
more teps are being taken to provide time
for mutual support and reflection.
How
should we use thi time?
hould we ju t
treat it a a fun day off? Again, it i not my
.primary intent to criticize the detail of the
admini tration'
action
but rather to
address the larger que tion of how we
hould u e thi time and how our reaction
show 'Our true character. If there is fault in
our respon e, then it lie with each of u
individually. Our character i not defined by
how well we follow the rulebook. Our character, individually
and collecti
ely i
defined by how we re pond to situations for
which there are no et rules, situation
which are unprecedented.
0 far, many of us
have revealed our elve a automatons,
walking
computers who have
little
feeling
about things that
don't
directly
affect our petty
experimen
ts.
e are unable
to proce s the
enormity of an
event for which
we have no programmed
r sponse. What
many at MIT
may prefer to
ee as bravery,
as carrying on in the face of terror, i in tead
a manifestation
of ignorant pride, selfab orbance, and fear.
e at
IT are too proud to admit how
much this will affect all of our lives, and
Instead choose to selfishly focus on our
problem ets or experiments. In many cases
we are too self-absorbed or unfeeling to lend
an encouraging word or a listening ear to
those around us. And we are afraid to reflect
on the e event
because of what it ays
about the condition of the world and humanity a a whole. The e fact lead to jhe most
important que tion of all: what i our primary motivation a individuals?
It is fine to
make altruistic
tatements, but what truly
motivates u on a day-to-day basis?
Our true character i revealed not by our
words but by our actions. What is the most
important thing in all of our lives? This'
a
very per onal question, but it is a question
that i of incalculable importance for each of
u to an wer, Let u not shy away from this
que tion becau e we are afraid of the
answer. If the an wer to this question ultimately finds its roots in pride or self-interest, then the sad truth is that there is little
that differentiate
our characters from tho e
terrori t who ye terday committed un peakable acts of horror.
Shandon Hart is a graduate student in
the Departmen
of Materials Science and
Engineering.

V1k are too proud to admit how much
this will eiffrct all of our lives. VVhat
many may prefer
to see as bravery, as' carrying on
in the[ace of terror,is instead a
manifestation of ignorant pride) elfabsorbance) and fear.

date rape wa an academic
ubject to me.
Clearly it wa not my problem a I didn't
ow anyone who wa affected.
arnings
about Rohypnol
(roofie)
eemed to be
extreme and unneces ary paranoia.
eeting
omeone with a tory to tell -. and I don't
mean Katie oe tner's peech during Orientation - humanized and brought full orce to
the heinou crime.

An Inappropriate Response
Gue t Column
Philip H. Tang
I am appalled 'at the way the leadership of
thi univer ity ha handled it affairs after the
tragic events on Tue day. It has sent the me age to all faculty, tudent, and staff that one
day of it normal operations supercedes the
importance of grieving with and sharing in the
experience of our fellow Americans.
Once I heard the news of the terrorist
attacks, I, like 0 many others, was moved by
deep feeling of sorrow, fear, and anger. Were
we supposed to put a ide the e feelings for an
hour or an hour and a half at a time to learn
about how rigid bodies behave, how molecules interact, and how mathematical expresions can describe our world.
As I left school that morning, I peeked in
the window of some classroom . To my chagrin, they contained a multitude of students,
all concentrating on some teacher writing furiously on a chalkboard. As I walked through
the hall , I found students shepherding themselves to their respective classes - some in
an obviou state of unease, other seemingly
oblivious to their surroundings. This is not the
picture of caring and concerned citizens, and the
MIT admini tration is at
fault for supporting that
behavior.
It is al 0 not con truetive for our leaders to
send u a mixed message.
At the vigil service that
evening,
one speaker
called everyone to not be
alone that evening and to
make sure no one el e was

edly the situation and factors involved in that
scenario are different. Yet how different are
they? And how different would it be if these
events took place somewhere else, like Los
Angele or Chicago? It's scary to even think
that the leaders of our school would allow us
to isolate ourselves like that.
The most compelling example of what the
administration has allowed, and perhaps ereated, came after it released an announcement
for Wednesday's
plans. By accident
I
received an e-mail directed to a professor
from a freshman, concerned that because the
class was not meeting the following day, her
registration status in the class would be compromised. Considering the events that had
just occurred, our class schedules, course
requirements, and homework should be the
least of our concerns. This incident emphasizes to me the notion that this school is composed of predominantly self-interested, ins ensitive workaholics, and is led by the same
type of people. Whether this i true or not, the
impression remains.
Compared to the scope and magnitude of
the terrorism we have faced, one day of work
and class is meaningless. The school should
have immediately cancelled all classes on.
Tuesday, instructing all non-essential work to disI
continue,
and
:IJ
e nco u rag i n g
everyone to gather
with
friends,
workrnates, and/or

On Tuesday, saw students
shepherding themselves to classes)
some in an obvious state of
unease) others seeminaly oblivious
<S
to their sur.roundings. This is not
the picture of caring and
concerned citizens) and the MIT
administration is atfault fOr
supporting that behavior.

loved
ones
to
share in the suffering of our greater
.community.
There
are

alone so a to di cu our
many individuals
feelings and to bring ourwho say that we
selves together as a commu t move on and
munity. Yet the mes age
not let the terrorhad already been implied
i m di rupt our
during the day that we
everyday life, if
should continue to i olate
only just to end a
our elves by focu ing our
me age that we
attention on our studies and work. It wa al 0 will not be terrorized. But out of re pect for
aid (po ibly by a different speaker) that
the dead, the dying, and those ri ing their
business cannot go on as usual a we mu t
lives to save them, I refu e· to' carry myself as
come together in support of each other. But
though nothing has happened. At some point,
the campu -wide alert ent that morning
I and those who share my feeling will evenessentially aid that ince we are not in immetually have to. But whether that takes one
diate danger, to carry on as u ual unle s you
hour, one day, or one week, is up to that perknow of omeone directly involved in the
son him/herself.
And the MIT community
events.
hould re pect and encourage that. If you are
To further empha ize the administration'
an administrator and are reading this, I urge
mixed ignals, even on Wedne day despite
you to think about the example you are setting
the announcement urging faculty to use clas
for the leaders of our future. I also urge you to
time "to address feelings and is ues raised by
di cu s among your colleagues the type of
this difficult time " many c1as es continued to
atmosphere that you ant to provide for our
follow their yllabi.
school and how the importance of the work
It is important that everyone on thi camthat i done here compares to that. This i cerpus understand that we are part of a larger
tainly not the first time a reaction such as this
community. That we work and play live and
has been observed.
die with each other. Thousand of parents and
If you are a student and are reading this, I
children husband and wives brothers and ishope my point is clear, and you share my
ter - our fellow citizen - are mi ing only
feelings in ome way. I urge you to remember
becau e they were at the wrong place at the . that we are indeed part of a larger community
wrong time. Even if the event were clo er to
and sometime
we mu t remove our elves
home (and it hard for them to be any do er
from the so-called
< college
bubble.'
than they already are), ay at the Hancock and
Although our work and education is noble
Prudential buildings in Boston what would the
and important, it can be dangerou ly elfadmini tration have done? Would the policy
serving. God ble s.
remain that cla se be cancelled only if there
Philip H. Tang is a graduate student in the
was a significant ri k to the school? UndoubtDepartment of Mechanical Engineering.
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est on Future fScience olley Smart Card Technology
By Devdoot Majumdar and
Shankar MUkherji
ST.4FF WRITERS

At a time when cience and technology permeate our daily lives at
every level, MIT as an institution
finds itself in the spotlight. MIT Pre [:
dent Charle M. Vest offered The
Tech his insight in the multifaceted
realm of science and technology.
The Tech: First thing first, what
is your take on President George W.
. Bush's
new
ational
cience
Advi er, John Marburger?
Charles M. Vest: Talking to people in the physics community,
I
think they've been very impressed
by his ability to make Brookhaven a
great place to do science again. He's

tion that we were signateurs of a
letter
ith practically e ery other
uni ersity in the country
imply
a .ng that the e guideline be kept
in place for a while.
o I alway have to be caution
about the di tinction between my
vie
a an indi idual and iews
that can be considered as views of
MIT a a whole. Thi is a per onal
opinion.
y per onal opinion i that
embryonic stem cell research should
go forward cautiou ly and carefully
and that ociety's best interest will
be erved if it i allowed to go forward under federal funding. I realize
that this is a very worthy ethical discussion. This i just one of many
question that modern biology and
modern medicine are going to put in
front of the country
e entually.
IT:
for global
warning and the U. .
decision to renege on
kyoto protocol?
CMV: Itls unfortunate that a framework
has not emerged that
the U. . has felt it
can go forward with,
with the rest ofthe
world. I have not
studied the Kyoto
protocol enough to
have a firm opinion
on it per se, but I do
believe
the vast
majority of scientific
opinion
that
we
clearly are ob erving
a period of quite substantial warming of
the earth's
atmosphere. There are still
some major questions about the extent
to which
that is
caused by man, but
the bulk of the opinion believes
that
humankind are a substantial factor.
I believe that we
on the major must find ways of
cutting
back
on
.
greenhouse gasses. It
is incumbent upon us to use our
resources in a more efficient manner. There are many companies in
the U.S. that have cut back their
emissions below what would be
called for by the Kyoto Protocol. 0
I hope that independent of government policy, the leadership in private industry will begin to' take this
matter very seriously.

'ROSHAN BALfGA-THE

President
scientific

Vest shares his views
issues of today.

obviously got great credentials as
his background as a physicist - I
think it is terrific that it is a physical
science-based
person. It's a great
appointment. The ultimate question
is, how important will the role be in
the administration, hat's the issue.
TT: Judging from past role of
National Science Advisers, do you
think he'll be able to have much
. influence?
CMV: I think it is absolutely too
early to know.
IT: Were you incidentally offered
the position of science adviser?
CMV: I consulted with people in
the White House who were reviewing
the situation. We had discussions
about who would be good. Let' put it
that way.
IT: Could you ever see yourself
in Washington?
CMV: 1 don't know about "ever,"
but at the moment I believe it's much
more important to be here. I've got
many things tarted that I intend to
finish over the next few years. And
quite frankly MIT has a great voice
and a level of independence in trying
to deal with national cience policy.
One might even argue that it is as
least as functional to be here in this
role.
IT:
a natural extension of cience policy matter , I'd like to a k
you for your view on some of the e
i sues. hot one is tem cell re earch
- what are your views for the potential?
CMV: We ha e riot taken an
.institutional po ition about tem
cell research with the sole excep-

TECH

IT: As for President Bush's missile defense plan?
CMV: I don't have a strong personal view on this. I would say two
things. First, I really do not have
either the technical capability or
the technical knowledge base to
make a logical
taternent on the
viability of the proposed system.
So I simply cannot express an
opinion on that.

ing with other threats that are increasing, such a biological warfare and
what is increa ingly thought of a
urban warfare. I think the general
public will see the
MD a an
extremely high priority for the nation.
IT: This i ue of mi ile defense
has come clo e to home lately with

The sine qua non of

researchuniversities is in
fact to deal with truly
jU~~ls~e
... to
folloui that research
wherever it leads.
Professor Po tol alleging that he'
being silenced by the Pentagon. This
brings up the issue between government and university researchers.
CMV: If I can put it in a broad
context, the world has changed in a
lot of ways over this decade. The situation we face. today is a lot more
complex in terms of our industrial
and economic complex, what we normally think of as globalization, the
nature of threats to our military security is certainly different than it was
twenty years ago. I think it really is
time to think in broad terms about the
relationship between university and
government. These two and threeway partnerships are great strengths
in terms of our nation and our university system.
We need to reexamine the ground
rules under which we undertake
things involving particularly the government, but also to some extent
industry. Right now there are huge
concerns about any scientist dong any
work involving the use of satellites
there are big question about the use
of certain computers and transmission of certain information. We've
got to get back to making sense of
this. I realize it's a rather vague
answer. My sen e is the world has
changed over the last few years, and
we need a broad engagement among
these three partners to rethink things
and understand the ground rules.
IT: Finally MIT has always been
a leader in applied re earch, but manage some sort of balance between
fundamental and applied re earch.
What is your take on thi dichotomy?
CMV: I think the dichotomy is
gro sly overstated. I think, in field
after field, the boundary between
what is fundamental
and what is
applied i almost nonexistent. Look
at, for example, what has happened in
modern biology.
Look at the fascinating work of
John Joannopoulo
leading to new
concepts in optical fibers. Look at
new work in nanotechnology
and
microscale work. These things are
so fuzzy that I don't think you can
draw the distinction and I think that
we will be in trouble
if we put a hard
boundary
between
the two. Having said
that, there's no que tion that the sine qua
non of research univer ities is in fact to
deal with truly fundamental
cience,
asking curiosity-driven questions, being
able to follow that research wherever it leads. And I think at MIT at
the moment, we have a very healthy
mix between things that are truly,
unquestionably fundamental, thing
that are quite applied - area like
manufacturing and product development, and then in the middle, thi
increa ingly expanding portion,
which is in ome ense is neither of
the above. I think we have a pretty
healthy mix right now.

I've got nwny things started that I
intend to finish over the nexifeio .
years ... MIT has a great voice and a
level'of independence in trying to
. deal with national science policy.
I do think that this is a very substantial expenditure for the country
and that we need to go forward with
careful analysis that the eriousne
of the potential threats over the coming decade or two.
And econdly I think that we
need to find what the right balance i
between worrying about a small
number of missile
from rogue
nations, which I understand is the primary interest of the NMD, and deal-

Emb dded hip in ew ards Prev nt Fraud
By Greg Kuhnen
STAFF WRITER

What makes a mart card mart? Why are credit card companies
hing to put them into the hands of consumers?
The mart card - the ucce sor to the magnetic trip cards commonly used for identification banking, and commerce - represents
the latest in a serie oftechnologie
aimed at reducing fraud.
The defining characteri tic of the smart card is an embedded
chip with the ability to store or proce s information. Thi chip communicate with a mart card reader through either a set of contacts
on the urface or an internal antenna. A card may imply be a store
of information, providing orne piece of data to card readers, or it
may contain more complex functions, such a encrypting or hiding
information from all but a tru ted few parties.

Ttl

Combatting card fraud
Smart cards reduce fraud by making it much more difficult to tampering with or copy the stored information. Furthermore its ability to
process data make the card useful for creating digital ignatures with
public key cryptography. Documents marked with a digital signature
cannot be forged or altered without invalidating the signature.

Cards pre ent tampering, copying
A magnetic wipe card exposes all of its ensiti e information to
anyone with a magnetic card reader, so one hundred dollars worth
of pe ial hardware could make copying a onventional swipe card
possible. Yet a mart card's data can be acce sed only through its
chip's interface. In orne cases the chip itself can re trict the ability
to read or write the data.
Limiting acce to data is one of the important functions of the smart
card. Consider for example, i use as a tored valu card for a subway
system. With a magnetic strip, it would be easy to recharge the card by
imply reading the magnetic trip just after the card s purchase and then
writing that arne data back to the card when its value is depleted.
A smart card, howe er, might require a reader to provide a special
passcode before it would allow the rewriting of its cash value. It may
even fail to provide any information at all until a reader has authenticated itself to the card. If a particularly high level of security is needCards, Page
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Book Review: Atom and Archetype:
The Pauli/Jung Letters, 1932-1958
Edited: C. A. Meier, (with a preface
by Beverley Zabri Ide)
Princeton University Press,
Princeton, 2001
Scientists
are ometimes not
"rational
in the sense that we
laypeople understand, particularly in
the case of twentieth century physicists. Unlike their
empirici t, positivi t, and pragmatist predecessor in
the eighteenth and
nineteenth
centuries, the physicists in the twentieth century were
not afraid of contemplating in the
realms often conceived to be nonphy ical
metaphysical, or even
anti-physical. Einstein thought a lot
about the philo ophical implication
of the relativi tic pace-time' Bohr
studied Kierkegaard intensely.
Wolfgang
Pauli was among
the e scientific figure in hi unique
way - he wa a daring explorer of
his own dreams, imagination, psyche, and unconscious. The recently
published correspondence between
Pauli and Jung lead us to a piritual
journey of a scienti t in a world of
esoteric symbol , e otic dreams,
metaphor a trology and alchemy.
Pauli, and Au trian phy icist,
was known to be a ma ter of modem physic. Born in Vienna at the
turn of the twentieth century, he
actively participated in the Germanic- ordic a ademic circle, who e
member included Bohr
ommer-

ee
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feld, Heisenberg, Schroedinger and
which laid the foundation of quantum mechanics in the 1920s. His
critical contributions to atomic and
particle physics largely haped the
micro copic world view that we
have today. They include the first
calculation of the hydrogen spectra
based on the "new" quantum
mechanics in matrix form and the
propo al of the "exclu ion principle" that prohibits two electrons to
possess an identical quantum state.
The Swis psychologist Carl G.
lung was also a
contemporary
intellectual giant,
but in an altogether different field psychoanalysis.
Born
in Basel
twenty five years
before Pauli, Jung
received training
in medicine
and
psychiatry
in
witzerland.
He
was much influenced by Freud
after meeting with him in 1907.
Like Freud Jung believed that
the ego of a human being has multiple layers. The layer buried deeply
beneath the apparent consciousnes ,
the o-called " ubcon cious," is the
most important drive of personality.
But the subconscious may be manife ted through analyzing dreams,
fanta ies and imagination. Jung wa
famous for separating the part of the
unconsciou that belongs to the particular individual hi tory, the '.personal unconsciou ," from the part
that is shared by all people within
the same cultural domain or the
"collective uncon cious. '
Jung was much more intere ted in
Book Review, Page 9
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By De doot Majumdar
ARTS EDITOR

The la t time I too a weekend
excursion to ew Yor I mad the
mi ta e of planning. Thi' time I
e aded uch frivolity nd took the
Chinatown expre
with the lothe
I was wearing the ho on my f et
and my yocera martphone.
The la t item on th li t became
a veritable fifth appendage. It got
the only hotel room that fit th trip
budget. It ent the e-mail to my
UROP supervi or aying Iwould b
mi ing work at 6 a.m. It arranged a
conference call between a publici t
in Lo Angele and a Tour
anager
in Bo ton and me, from the
u eum of odern Art in ew York.
Over the pa t few year , the
world has slowly acclimated itself
to the Palm phenomenon.
oupled
with the plague of cell phones hitting the 1 -24 demographic
Kyocera and a handful of other

u h TOll db' Telecom Firm

erizon

from Page 7

Physically, the Smartphone is a little
than the
the capability offlipping open
reveal the Palm screen.

from. Inevitably, orne of the e site
may be hacked, compromising every
credit card the sy tern has ever
accepted. The key to making web
purcha e afe i to keep secrets
secret - not ju t from thieve , but
even from merchant themselves.
. Public key cryptography,
the
concept behind the digital ignature
and its underlying technology, can
be difficult to gra p becau e it
eems to have no real- orId analog.

ed, a card can add special ecurity
mechanisms that allow it to erase it
contents upon tampering.
Digital ignature
offer pro ection
The advent of the Internet introduced a substantial rise in credit card
theft. Online shopper
give their
supposedly-secret credit card information to each ite which they buy

'011'
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V
R STREET UTILITIESTruck and machine work may limit
parking and travel along Vassar Street. Noise in several areas will be
generated from machinery, back up alarms, and jac hammers.
BUILDING 3 CLASSROOMSDrilling and saw-cutting will take place in
order to create new duct shaffs for the Hatsopoulos lab, affecting all
floors. Construction also continues in the distance learning classroom,
which is expected to be completed in September.
LOBBY 7 RESTORATION Interior scaffolding will remain in"place,
awaiting delivery and installation of the new skylight. Finish work will
then take place on the laylight below. Construction is also underway at
the 77 ass. Ave. exterior entrance to repair the cracked limestone
facade. Scaffolding has been erected, and pedestrian traffic may be
affected.
ZESIGER SPORTS & FITNESS CENTERf\n increase in the use of
movable cranes and the delivery of concrete may result in congestion
of accesses to the Johnson Athletic Center and Kresge Auditorium.
Pedestrian and vehicular traffic may be affected.
STEA
TRAP REPLACEMENT The Department of Facilities will
replace steam traps in radiators throughout campus beginning in Sept.
Wor will be done between the hours of 7 AM and 3 PM, with each
steam trap taking approximately one and a half hours to replace.
Buildings 2, 4 and 10 will be the first areas to be woi1<edon.
ASS. AVE. STORM DRAIN:Due to the installation of catch basins
and a water main relocation, access to the parking facility at the comer
of Vassar Street and Mass Ave. will not be available on the Mass. Ave.
side. Vehicular traffic may enter the site from the Vassar Street side.
Pedestrians will be able to access the Fleet ATM Branch facility from
either side.
For Informltlon
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prin De pite Hefty Price Tag

companie have debuted the 'Palm
rang. The dded benefit i that,
oid displaying imag entirely.
Phone - a completely wire le
with the coupling of Palm with cell
mo t .ebpage have hidden tag for
de ice that conne t to the Internet
phone one ha an incredibly fun images, the eb is urpri ingly na 'nd e-mail organiz s like a Palm
tional level of Internet
acces.
gable without image altogether.
Pilot, and operate like a cellul r
erea
tandard cell phone offer
E ntial like ahoo! ail or The
t lephon . Plus, it'
allet ized.
three line of te t around 6 charTe h <http.Z/www-tech.mtt.edu> are
The dominant
uch product in
acters) and call them el e 'Intereasily read on-line.
the market i being touted by erinet ready 'th
martphone offer
Phy ically, the martphone i a
zon
irele,
and more ------------------little larger than the ize of a
r cently print a the oluPalm Pilot having the capation to having one s pocket
bility of flipping open to
filled with a cell phon and a
larger
M· •••
H) ot a Palm Pi'lol'
re eal the Palm
creen.
eparate
Palm
device.
~tNV!J
£1
c;
Clo ed the phone looks norDe pite th
00 - 500 price ha 'ng
mal, ith a numeri pad for
tag, the phone has no addidialing and acce
to the
tional
monthly
ervice
to
addre book re ident within
charges.
obile minute are
the Palm Operating y tern.
mobile minute , after all.
Once flipped open it operGranted, the college audience
the standard
interactive
touchate like any other Palm 0 -based
ha to weigh the co t of a 500 cell
screen that has the advantage of
PD ,with a web bro
er (Eudophone with the burden of a tight
di playing roughly 450 characters
raWeb) and e-mail client (Eudora)
budget. The redeeming feature of
per creen.
due to Kyocera' corporate relationsuch a hefty co t are immediately
apable of acce ing the Internet
ship with Qualcomm.
apparent. First, a high-end Palm
wirele sly at roughly 1 .4 kilobit per
Unlike several other cellular erdevice alone approache
the 500
econd the martphone does well to
vi e provider , Verizon' has a high
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onventional ( ymmetric) cryptography u e a ingle key for both
encryption and decryption.
By contra t, public key (a ymmetric) cryptography use a pair of
related key - one of them de ignated a public and the other as private. The public key i di tributed
as widely as po ible on the web
everywher from ends of e-mails to
the numerous repo itories called key
store . The pri ate key i kept secret
and i never given out.
If a message is encrypted using
one key it can only be decrypted
with the other. Digital ignatures are
ba ed on this property. In the simplest pos ible implementation,
a
person signs a document simply by
encrypting it with their private key.
Anyone receiving the signed document can then get the sender's public key from a multitude of sources
and decrypt the document. That a
document decrypts with the public
key is proof that it was encrypted
with the ender's private key and
thus i authentic.
For an online credit card transaction, the sy tern works as follows.
When a customer is ready to make a
purchase the merchant provides an
invoice to the customer, who then
reviews the invoice and inserts the
mart credit card into a reader. The
computer hands the invoice over to
the smart card, which igns and
gives it back to the computer. The
computer then transmits the invoice
back to the merchant, who can verify the user's signature.
This system is considerably
more secure ~han the current one.
Private information is only kept in
one place, - the smart card itself.
mart card provide a way condense
a secret into a phy ical object that
the average user can protect.
Card

may be quite ver atile

mart cards are already being
used in everal applications
outside of commerce.
While smart
cards are just beginning to enter
the U. . market, they have been
u ed in Europe for years. Many
European countries have replaced
coin-operated
payphones
with
sm'art-card-ba
ed debit systems.
ince they do not contain money,
smart card phones are Ie frequent
victims of vandalism.
orne cell phones currently store
their user information
on smart
cards. If the phone breaks or an
owner decides to upgrade, she simply move her old smart card into
the new phone. ervice, along with
phone books and any aved preferences, is instantly transferred.
Computer log-ins, e-mail ignatures, and identification card are
just a few of the potential future use
for the technol~gy.
s mart cards
become more common, we can
expect an expan ion in the number
of applications that are available.

ignal trength at mo t IT location . For in tance the connection
remains unhindered v hen tra elling
from one end of the Infinite
orridor to the other. print, on the other
hand although a provider for the
martphone ha a far inferior track
record in terms of signal availability
at MIT (attempts to improve ignal
availability are underway).
The busine
of cell phone only
present one other viable competitor for the Kyocera Smartphone, the
ubiquitou
Hand pring Visor. The
Vi or's expan ion slot upports a
cellular phone card, aptly named
the Vi orPhone and retailing at 49
(in addition to the roughly
200
co t for a Vi or Palm device) when
combined with cellular activation
with Voicestream Wireless. In the
end the VisorPhone though functional, is a glorified Vi or with none
of the Smartphone's cell phone features.
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Stem Cell Debate Continues
Following Bush Decision
A report commissioned by the National Academy of Sciences states
that additional colonies of human embryonic stem cells are necessary to
allow scientists to investigate any potential benefits of the research.
'High quality, publicly funded research is the wellspring of medical
breakthroughs" the report says.
"Stem cell research that is publicly funded. ••offers· the most efficient
and responsible means of fulfilling the promise of stem cells tameet the
need for regenerative medical therapies. ..
Additionally the authors of the report nOted that celt lines that
became inviable would need to be replaced. "Over time, aU cell.lines inA,
tissue culture change ... {and] such concerns necessitate continued.moni- ~
toring of these cells as well as the development ofnew stem cellliJ,les· in
the future," the report says."
,
The commission, headedby Johns.Hopkins.professor
pf."Bert
Vogelstein, flies in the face of a recent presjdentW. 00:ler ~fedet.il
funding to only those 64 stem celt lines already'established.
Also
included on the six-member panel were braDi"researchem; a'~ol~
and a medical ethicist.
A,y'H"
Furthetmore, in a report released on MondaY~!fieNatiooaI'B~
Advisory Commission recommended that taxpa~q dollars 'be. ~
On p
controversial researcblhat uses hwnan stein Cells from fertiliZed e
produced for in-vitro (ertiJization.,
. . ..,,'
Appointed by President Clinton, the report \y3S ~el~
~l'itetf
some Congressional members' preparations to blOck an"
."
for research on cells coming :from. human embryos.

-shdn

Researchers Im!Jge

HIV-I VmJS Infecting'Ce~
Three-dimensional
images from researchers at the Dana-Farber"
Cancer Institute in Boston provide the, fullest picture to-.date of how
the AIDS virus cripples the immune system's ability to attack lnfec-,,,
tion and cancer.
..' ,
Appearing in a study in the September 11 issue of the Proceed...,
ings of the National Academy of Sciences, the imageS give a detailed,
close-up look at one part of the meeting between infected Cells and
"helper" T cells, which mobilize the body's defenses against disease.
Comparing these images with images of the meeting between helper
T cells and HIV - J (the virus that causes AIDS) shows how IllY-I
mimics other enemy invaders and in effect blinds the T cells to the
existence of cancer and infection.
Twenty years ago~ Dana-Farber researehers discovered a molecule
called CD4 on the swface of helper T ceUs. CD4 acts as an ant~
letting helper T cells probe other Gells for infection signs and, in the
case of HIV, an opening by which the virus gains entry to the cell and
overthrows its function.

- Nancy L. Keuss

Gravity Wave Detection Experiment
Preparations Nearly Completed
With the connection of critical glass wires, the GE0600 experiment is set to begin collecting data on elusive pvitywaves.
The
waves, which are predicted by Albert Einstein's theory of general relativity, are widely believed to exist but have yet to be detected.
Scientists predict that the detection of gravity waves would give
astronomers a powerful tool to study supernovae, black bole formation, and perhaps even the Big Bang at an earlier stage than the cosmic microwave background.
The experiment, based near Hanover, Germany, is planned to
detect the gravitational waves by means of a
light which will
measure fluctuations in the distance between two mirrors hung by silica threads measuring 200 microns in diameter.
A rival project jointly sponsored by Caltech and MIT, the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO), will use
similar technology when it undergoes its first test on December 28,
the same day as the GE0600 is slated to begin testing.

laser

- Shanhu Mukherji
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Jung and Pauli Explore Unity of Physics and Psyche
Book Review, from Page 7
the collective con ciou ne . From
inve tigating myths, alchemy, trology, and other ancient or medieval
religiou ritual, he di covered that
omecommon patterns (be they ymbol , figure or numbers) prevailed
in the dreams and fantasie of hi patient.
Therefore, he argued,
the mentality of the
human being consists
of fundamental and
predetermined formal
factor , known a
archetypes,
revealed
in the e
recurrent patterns. His
preoccupation was to
give
interpretive
meaning to psychological and cultural phenomena in
terms of these archetype .
Although the relationship between
these two people began with lung'
psychiatric consulting for Pauli's
mental problem, the book is not about
Pauli's individual personality or psychic trajectory. All the letters collected in this book are concemed with a
general theme: how to provide a Jungian psychological foundation for the
knowledge of modern physics. But
what does this mean?
Both lung and· Pauli were
against the Cartesian viewpoint that
the physical world and the human
mind are essentially. different and
independent and therefore should be
considered separately. For them,
according to the letters, objective
and subjective cannot be sharply
distinguished. Because the knowledge about the physical world is
produced by human beings, the pattern' of this knowledge must reflect
the psychological
states of the
knowledge producers. Therefore,
one can read modern physics not
just as a text describing the regularity of the world in its literal sense,
but also as a subtext reflecting and
representing ,the psychic archetypes
of modern people's
collective
unconscious. Physics and psychology are ''united'' in such a discursive
manner, as long as we interpret
quantum mechanics and relativity
like we interpret dreams and myths.
This bold claim is not totally
groundless, at least according to
Pauli and lung. In Pauli's dreams,
terms, symbols, and concept
in
quantum
mechanics
frequently
appeared as unforgettable motifs.
For instance, he describes group of
dreams in which some figure of
authority keeps on explaining to
him the dispersion of a degenerated
spectral line of an atom into a doublet, or the separation of a chemical
element into two Isotopes. Spectra
lines, degeneration, and isotopes in
Pauli's dreams must not have identical meaning as they have in his laboratory or conferences. Once these
physical concepts are present in a
person's imaginative world, they are
in the same category as unicorn,
leviathan, and phoenix.
0, how could one advance the
hermeneutic game to uncover the
psychic meaning of the modern
physics? lung and Pauli discussed
this at length. They agreed with
each other in pursuing the "archetypal implication" of the physical
knowledge under a Jungian framework. But their takes of this pursuit

e tern people to break the
e tern rationality of Descarte
ewton, and Kant. To de cribe and repre ent the new orld view properly,
Pauli propo ed a quaternary"
chema a emiotic device frequently u ed by lung for thinking and
reasoning [page 57].
In the quaternary synchronicity'
refer to the relation between phenomena coinciding in time and space
for which there is no cau al explanation but hi h have a meaningful
connection. The dichotomy of ener-gy and pace-time on the one hand,
indicate the mutual convertibility
bet een energy and matter in the
phy ical pace. On the other hand it
is analogous to the pair of energy and
time fluctuation in the uncertainty
principle. The quaternary i suppo ed
to be both the description of the
world picture and the indication of
interpretation"
of a number of
the psychic archetype
of human
"physical symbolism' [page 11-12].
being that construct this picture.
Ac ording to this table, mall
lung looked from a lightly difdipoles arranged in parallel fashion
ferent angle. He was al 0 intrigued
are interpreted as many people menby Pauli's bold proposal of "unifytally aligned together with an unconing" modern physic and hi psyscious ense of identity, the plitting
chological theory. But for a holar
of spectral line as process of differwho had focused on mythology for
entiation, radioactive nucleus as self,
decade , the most valuable fruit of
and re onances a archetypes. Thi
thi proposal was to extend the terdirection looked heuristic at the first
rain of myth to the discourses of
sight, but Pauli was soon aware that
modern science. By doing so, one
pure analogy could ascertain no
can analyze energy, field, force, isomore than the apparent similarity of
tope , or radioactivity in the ame
the two term sets. 8'0 he switched to
manner by which one analyze
work on another direction.
myths and rituals. But how does one
From Pauli's understanding, the
connect these two realms?
Copenhagen interpretation
of the
lung noted two conjunctions of
uncertainty principle destroyed the
science and myth which dated back
Cartesian distinction of the subjecto the Ancient and Middle Age :
tive and the objective, relativity
alchemy and numerology. To lung,
smeared the absolute independence
the medieval alchemists and the
between space and time in the Newtwentieth-century atomic physicists
tonian-Kantian
cosmos, and the
had amazing similarity-- they both were
able to transmute one
kind of material to
the other: the former
through magic and
the latter through
radioactivity.
The
term
to
peculiarity
of the
medieval alchemists
is' that they were not
only seeking magical
recipes to manipulate the characterprobabilistic
nature of quantum
istics of quick silver,
sulfur,
mechanics challenged the belief of
philosopher's stone, and other subdefinite causality. Modern physics
stances. Along with the materialistic
was deeply questioning the philopractices, the alchemists developed
sophical world view built in the Age
a particular way to proceed from the
of the Reason. The radical implicainvestigation of the external world
tion of modern physics reflects pretoward the inspection of the internal
cisely the inner drive of modern

Both Jung and Pauli were against
the Cartesian viewpoint that the
physical world and the human
mind are essentially different and
independent and therefore should be
considered separately.

Pauli was soon aware that pure
analogy could ascertain no more
than the opparan: similarity of two
sets.-So he switched work on
another direction.

pirit.
The other conjunction of science
and magic considered by Jung was
man's fascination with numbers.
Both modern physic and ancient
mathematics or a tronomy are the
ciences of number and quantitie.
evertheless,
many ancient and
medieval
mathematicians
and
a tronomers thought about numbers
not merely for their instrumental
value . The Greek numerological
tradition as early as Pythagoras
occulted a set of" acred" numbers
for their beautiful arithmetic propertie. The e numerologi ts considered numbers not only a tools but
al 0 a my teriou , esoteric, and
acred entitie
which inevitably
relate to the elf.
lthough they no longer connect
the
knowledge of the world with the
___________________

prehensible.
Both
authors frequently
The
referred to the terms
in psychoanalysis,
medieval Christian
philosophy, l-Ching,
alchemy, or Indian
religion without clarification,
which
inevitably causes difficulty to reader not
well versed in these
areas. Worse, in a
number of places, it
i very hard to figure out what the
knowledge of self nor contemplate
author mean, or, if we could underon the intrinsic meaning of numstand what they mean, where the
bers, the atomic physicists were the
arguments could lead to.
.
modem priests, holding the power
The impatient reader may stop at
of material
transmutation
and
page one hundred and begin to
manipulating numbers. Jung thus
accuse Pauli of being superstitious
hoped he could, at least partially,
and lung speculative, or vice versa,
comprehend the language of modem
and both too vague. However, there
physics in term of a discourse
is a good reason for these shortcomabout the self, just as the alchemists
ings - Pauli and Jung never expectand the numerologists did hundreds
ed someone else to read these texts.
or thousand years ago.
Their letters were written not for a
Though putting together these
book, a paper, an e say, or any type
primary sources i no doubt quite
of publication
but for their own
valuable archival work, it value lie
communications.
They had no
more in understanding Pauli than in
obligation to clarify the vagueness
understanding
Jung. The most
in their writings, because we were
notable value is to overturn the
not supposed to understand.
cliche about the image of a scientist.
For those who might criticize
The master of quantum mechanPauli and Jung for cro sing the borics, Wolfgang Pauli was far from
concerned only with tangible, mate- , derline between science and nonscience, there i another defense.
rial, provable, or "objective" matPauli and lung were careful not to
ters. He dared to think of those
publish their peculations. In particthings which had been delegated by
ular, Pauli never let this part of his
the positivist philosophers
since
life enter his physics work and that
August Comte as metaphysical or
is why the tory of Pauli this book
theological and therefore worthless
revealed is so unexpected.
to think: E P, telepathy, "animus"

image of the man uncovered
from Meier's archival work is much
more diverse and incomprehensible
than we have anticipated: That
makes Pauli a real human being ...
[an] enigmatic human being.

Get Art.

Empty room?

Solution
To
Crossword

trinity, hermeneutics, "I-Ching" (the
Chinese
clas ic "The Book of
hange"), and so on.
Indeed, a Pauli relates in the letters, his dreams were filled with the
icon of his profession
uch as
atoms and spins, but equally abundant with esoteric figure - a black
woman wearing a white gown, the
number four, dead relatives. The
image of the man uncovered from
Meier's archival wor is much more
diverse and incomprehensible than
we have anticipated. That makes
Pauli a real human being, a contradictory,
enigmatic,
and hence
charming human being.
But the opposite of this pro is an
unavoidable con: this book is not
easy to dige t. Most likely, the reader will find a large part of this book
ambiguous, confusing,
unconvincing, and even
incom-

Student Loan Art Program

from page 10
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Exhibit Sept. 4 - 16, 12 - 6 pm
LIST VISUAL
ARTS CENTER

MIT UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO ENTER THE LODER Y
WIESNER BUILDING

E15 [MEDIA LAB]

HDP:llwEB.MIT

.EDU/LVAC

617.253.4680

FUNDING PROVIDED BY ENDOWMENTS ESTABLISHED BY JOHN TAYLOR A D ALAN MAY
AND FUNDS FROM THE CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMPLEX.
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DESIGN COLLECTIVE
AU@MIT.EO.U
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Dilbert®

b Bill Amend

ED, 1 WANT YOU TO
CROSSTRAIN ASOK
o THE ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM.

IT woutO

MOM, Do

HAVE H£ PEO
To HAVE

A'Y~~~

KNOWN\, ~

~~:

<,

""""-

~
J

YOUR ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM IS SO
DYSFU CTIONA
THAT THE RESULTS
ARE MEANINGLESS.

by Scott Adams

AND DON'T WORRY
THAT YOU'LL LOSE
RESPECT AND JOB
SECURITY IF ASOK
LEARNS YOUR WHOLE
JOB IN ONE DAY.

HOW IS IT
POSSIBLE
'THAT NO
ONE HAS
NOTICED?

~ I DON'T THINK
~ "ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE"
~ IS AN EXPENSE. .

I'VE
ALWAYS
WONDERED
ABOUT
THAT. )

,,-

o

SNAP!
StW'!
'llUNol!
STOMP!

I SEE

MA~

WHAT
'l'OV
MEAN.

1 COATED

oNE

IF
I

TITANIUM •••
I

WE'VE NEGOTIATED
THIS CONTRACT FOR
SIX WEEKS AND
TODAY YOU DOUBLE
YOUR DELIVERY
TIME?

'1 CAN'T TELL IF YOU'RE
AN INCREDI BLY
DEVIOUS WEASEL OR
SIMPLY INCOMPETENT.

)

G)

ACROSS
1 Commercial
district
5 Expenses
10 Football kick
14 Pennsylvania
port
15 Preminger film
16 Jacob's brother
17 Turning on
19 Bankruptcy
20 Composer
Gustav
21 Kiddy
22 Lascaux or
Altamira, e.g.
23 Grave letters?
25 Conditional
releases
27 Gorbachev policy
32 Actor Mineo
33 Soldier of fortune
35 Dillon and McCoy
39 ot in favor 0
40 Tums on a pivot
42 Pig end
43 Features to co nt?

45
47

49
50
54
55
56

58
63
64

66
67
68
69
70
71

ational park in
Colorado
egative
conjunction
Ceased
Slapped
"_ Loves You"
"_ Driver"
Male swan
Fleet afloat
Hertz rival
Shrin 's cases
Lady's man, for
short
Sexy lady of the
Beatles
Me al fastener
Work units
Trapped in the
branches
Fodder plan s
DOWN'

1 Side in a contest

2 Killer whale
3 Accompanying
4 Singing Diamond

5 Medieval
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
18
24

26
27
28
29

30
31
34

36
37
38

trumpets
Livestock tidbit
Courtship
Move as a throng
Seasonal
employees
Makes coffee,
one way
ormal
Inexperienced
Airs
Captain emo's
creator
Sacred hymn
Ewe's mae
Fed
Carson's
successor
Liberal
Physicists,
chemists e at.
Lined up
Affirmatives
Small pie
Powerful trend
Huskies' pull

41 Flounced
44 Barfly
46 Contenders
48 Select new
players
50 Enact
51 Sit on the fence
52 Cutting staff
53 God of thunder
57 Commanded,
old-style
59 Pound to a pulp
60 Singer Moffo
61 6/6/44
62 Small vipers
65 Prevaricate

o 1999 Tribune

Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. - MIT Annual Vendor Fair. Office Suppliers, MRO, Furniture,
Temp Help, Computer Vendors, Internal Providers, and Event Calendar Coordinators.
free. Room: McDermott CourtjTent outside buildings 54 and 18. Sponsor: Conference Services.
12;~0 p..m. - ~:OO p.m. - Mac OS Quick Start. Get started with managing Macintosh
applications, files, and folders efficiently. Obtain an overview of new features provided
by the newest Mac operating system. free. Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
4:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. - On the Combinatorics of G2. Refreshments will be served at
3:30 PM in Room 2-349. free. Room: Room 2-338. Sponsor: Combinatorics Seminar.
Department of Mathematics.
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. -,Opening Reception: The MIT Great Glass Pumpkin Patch.
Opening reception for an installation of glass pumpkins - all for sale Sept 15-16
from 9am-5pm - to support the MIT Glass Lab. free. Room: Kresge Oval. Sponsor:
MIT Glass Lab.
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. - How to Succeed at MIT and Have a Ufe Tool. Prof Picard
shares her insights on how to balance your life and faith at MIT. free, Room: Student
Center Room 407. Sponsor: Graduate Christian Fellowship.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - Falun Gong Exercise workshop. The Falun Gong exercise is
an easy and effective way to relieve stress and improve physical and mental health.
Millions of people in over 40 countries practice these 5 sets of gentle movements.
free. Room: 1-242. Sponsor: Falun Dafa Club.
7:00 p.m. - LSC Presents: Star Wars Marathon. Star Wars: A New Hope, The Empire
Strikes Back, and Return of the Jedi. These films of the original Star Wars trilogy
marked a breakthrough in science fiction and special effects. Making over a billion
dollars in revenues, the Star Wars franchise is still going strong today. There are no
plans to release the original trilogy on DVD, but you CAN see them at LSC. All films
presented in their 35mm theatrical glory, with 6-ehannel DTS Digital Sound. Come
relive the Star Wars saga as all three films are presented back-to-back! There will be
breaks in-between films. See 7:00, 9:30, and 11:59 listings in tonight's TechCalendar, or visit http://lsc.mit.edu/
for more details. $6. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
7:00 p.m. - LSC Presents Star Wars: A New Hope. The one, the only, the Soecial
Edition of Star Wars. A landmark film that brought together myth and science fiction,
revolutionized special effects, and left a lasting mark on popular culture. The Galactic
Empire has developed a terrifying new weapon that can destroy entire planets, and
it's up to the Rebel Alliance to defeat it before freedom is gone from the galaxy. Starring Mark Hamill as Luke Skywalker, Carrie Fisher as Princess Leia Organa, Harrison
.Ford as Han Solo, and Alec Guiness as Obi-Wan Kenobi. If you've never seer) it, you
absolutely must. If you've seen it a hundred times, see it once more. Come to see it
in the only way it can truly be experienced - in widescreen 35mm on a gigantic
screen, surrounded by 6 channels of DTS Digital Sound. $6 for all three movies
tonight. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
7:00 p.m. -12:00 a.rn. - MIT Anlme Club Weekly Screening. Most screenings are
subtitled in English. The MIT Anime Club is a non-profit MIT student organization dedicated to increasing the awareness of Japanese animation (ani me) on campus .. free.
Room: Rm 6-120. Sponsor: Anime Club, MIT.
.
7:30 p.m. - LSC Classics Presents: Harvey. A classic 1950 comedy about the power
of the imagination. Jimmy Stewart plays Elwood P. Dowd, a mild-mannered man who
sees an invisible six-foot tall rabbit named. Jqsephine Hull plays Veta Louise Simmons in a role which won her an Acadeny Award for Best Actress. $3. Room: 10-250.
Sponsor: LSC.
9:30 p.m. - LSC Presents: The Empire Strikes Back.· The LSC Star Wars Marathon
continues with the second film of the original trilogy, in its restored Special Edition.
The Death Star has been destroyed, but the battle against the Empire has hardly
been won. Consumed by his hatred for Luke Skywalker, Lord Darth Vader attacks th'e
Rebel base on the icy planet of Hoth. Our heroes escape, but are separated, and
while Imperial Star Destroyers chase the Millennium Falcon, Luke Skywalker must
train to become a Jedi. Presented in the theatrical glory of 35mm with DTS Digital
Sound. $6 for Empire and Jedi. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
11:59 p.m. - LSC Presents: Return of the Jedi. The LSC Star Wars Marathon concludes with the final film of the original trilogy, in its restored Special Edition. Leia
must rescue Han from the clutches of the vile ganster Jabba the Hut, and the Rebel
Alliance faces an even more terrifying threat - a second Death Star. Awesome special effects, intense battle scenes, and epic plot. Presented in 35mm Panavision,
with crystal-elear DTS Digital Sound system. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
15

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - The MIT Great Glass Pumpkin Patch. Sale of handblown
glass pumpkins in support of the MIT Glass Lab.
. free. Room: Kresge Oval. Sponsor: MIT Glass Lab.
1:00 p.m. - Field Hockey Alumnae Game. free. Room: Barry Turf Reid. Sponsor:
Department of Athletics.
1:00 p.m. - W. Volleyball vs. Mt. Holyoke. free. Room: DuPont Gymnasium. Sponsor:
Department of Athletics.
1:00 p.rn. - Men's Soccer vs, Rhode Island College. free. Room: Steinbrenner. Sponsor: Department of Athletics.
4:30 p.m. - Women's Soccer Alumnae Game. free. Sponsor: Department of Athletics.
7:00 p.m. - LSC Presents: Star Wars Marathon. Star Wars: A New Hope, The Empire
Strikes Back, and Return of the Jedi. These films of the original Star Wars trilogy
marked a breakthrough in science fiction and special effects. Making over a billion
dollars in revenues, the Star Wars franchise is still going strong today. There are no
plans to release the original trilogy on DVO, but you CAN see them at LSC. All films
presented in their 35mm theatrical glory, with 6-ehannel DTS Digital Sound. Come
relive the Star Wars saga as all three films are shown back to back! There will be
breaks in-between films. See 7:00, 9:30, and 11:59 listings in tonight's TechCalendar, or visit http://lsc.mit.edu/
for more details. $6. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
7:00 p.m. - LSC Presents Star Wars: A New Hope. The one, the only, the Special
Edition of Star Wars. A landmark film that brought together myth and science fiction,
revolutionized special effects, and left a lasting mark on popular culture. The Galactic
Empire has developed a terrifying new weapon that can destroy entire planets, and
it's up to the Rebel Alliance to defeat it before freedom is gone from the galaxy. Star-
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ring Mark Hamill as Luke Skywalker, Carrie Fisher as Princess Leia Organa, Harrison
Ford as Han Solo, and Alec Guiness as Obi-Wan Kenobi. If you've never seen it, you
absolutely must. If you've seen it a hundred times, see it once more. Come to see it
in the only way it can truly be e perienced - in widescreen 35mm on a gigantic
screen, surrounded by 6 channels of DTS Digital Sound. $6 for all three films tonight.
Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. - Patrol. Shoot your friends! Travel to strange, new classrooms; meet interesting, unusual people; and kill them. A team game of shoot-em-up;
guns provided. free. Room: Building 36, First Floor. Sponsor: Assassins' Guild, MIT.
9:30 p.m. - LSC Presents: The Empire Strikes Back. The LSC Star Wars Marathon
continues with the second film of the original trilogy, in its restored Special Edition.
The Death Star has been destroyed, but the battle against the Empire has hardly
been won. Consumed by his hatred for Luke Skywalker, Lord Darth Vader attacks the
Rebel base on the icy planet of Hoth. Our heroes escape, but are separated, and
while Imperial Star Destroyers chase the Millennium Falcon, Luke Skywalker must
train to become a Jedi. Presented in the theatrical glory of 35mm with DTS Digital
Sound. $6 for Empire and Jedi. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
11:59 p.m. - LSC Presents: Return of the Jedi. The LSC Star Wars Marathon concludes with the final film of the original trilogy, in its restored Special Edition. Leia
must rescue Han from the clutches of the vile ganster Jabba the Hut, and the Rebel
Alliance faces an even more terrifying threat - a second Death Star. Awesome special effects, intense battle scenes, and epic plot. Presented in 35mm Panavision,
with crystal-elear DTS Digital Sound system. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
Sunday, September

16

9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. - MIT Swapfest. Buy/Sell/Swap
All Things High Tech. $5.
Room: Albany St. Garage. Sponsor: MIT Radio Society.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - The MIT Great Glass Pumpkin Patch. Sale of handblown
glass pumpkins in support of the MIT Glass Lab. free. Room: Kresge Oval. Sponsor:
MIT Glass Lab.
2:00 p.~. - 5:00 p.m. - Healing Society Forum. A Lecture on how Brain Respiration,
a technique to improve the capabilities of the brain, relates to Individual, Social, and
Global Peace. $20, students $8, Groups over 5 people 20% off (After August 15th,
$25, students $10). Room: Kresge Auditorium. Sponsor: Hansori, Dahn Yoga Club.
Boston Dahn Centers.
4:00 p.m. - LSC Presents Star Wars: A New Hope. The one, the only, the Special
Edition of Star Wars. A landmark film that brought together myth and science fiction,
revolutionized special effects, and left a lasting mark on popular culture. The Galactic
~mpire has developed a terrifying new weapon that can destroy entire planets, and
It's up to the Rebel Alliance to defeat it before freedom is gone from the galaxy. Starring Mark Hamill as Luke Skywalker, Carrie Rsher as Princess Leia Organa, Harrison
Ford as Han Solo, and Alec Guiness as Obi-Wan Kenobi. If you've never seen it, you
absolutely must. If you've seen it a hundred times, see it once more. Come to see it
in the only way it can truly be experienced - in widescreen 35mm on a gigantic
screen, surrounded by 6 channels of DTS Digital Sound. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor:
LSC.
4:00 p.m. - Hyderabad Brothers. (Carnatic vocalists). Sesha Chary and Raghava
Chary with Delhi Sundararajan, violin and Srimushnam Rajarao, mridangam. Sesha
Chary and Raghava Chary learned music from their father Sangeetha Sahitya Vidwan
Late D. Ratnamacharyulu. Their mother D. Sulochana Devi is also a very good musician. Later, Raghava Chary had training from Vidwan Late Susarla Sivaram. They have
perfor~ed duet programs in all reputed Sabhas all over India including All India Radio
and Television for a very long time. Hyderabad Brothers have evolved for themselves
a compact pattern of presentation and their mutually blending voices make a deep
impact on the listeners. They have received numerous awards in India including the
title of "Sangeetha Kalaimamanis."
They have toured worldwide giving concerts and
this is their fourth tour of the U.S. and Canada. $100, $50, $30 $20 (and $10 for
MIT students). Room: Wong Auditorium. Sponsor: MITHAS (MIT Heritage of South
Asia).
7:00 p.m. - LSC Presents: The Empire Strikes Back. The second film of the original
trilogy, in its restored Special Edition. The Death Star has been destroyed, but the
battle against the Empire has hardly been won. Consumed by his hatred for Luke Skywalker, Lord Darth Vader attacks the Rebel base on the icy planet of Hoth. Our
heroes escape, but are separated, and while Imperial Star Destroyers chase the Millennium Falcon, Luke Skywalker must train to become a Jedi. Presented in the theatrical glory of 35mm with DTS Digital Sound. $3. Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
~O:OO p.m. - LSC Presents: Return of the Jedi. The final film of the original trilogy, in
Its restored Special Edition. Leia must rescue Han from the clutches of the vile
ganster Jabba the Hut, and the Rebel Alliance faces an even more terrifying threat a second Death Star. Awesome special effects, intense battle scenes, and epic plot.
Presented in 35mm Panavision, with crystal-elear DTS Digital Sound system. $3 .
Room: 26-100. Sponsor: LSC.
Monday, September

17

12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - Mac Tech Partners User Group. MIT Macintosh Partners is
a group of MIT employees who help computer users in their department with Macrelated issues. A representative from Apple Computer attends many of the meetings.
Topics include reviewing new hardware/software
from Apple and third party vendors
and changes in the MIT computing environment as well as discussing general Macintosh industry trends and news and issues facing MIT Mac support people. free.
Room: N42 Demo Center. Sponsor: Information Systems.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - UStrong cosmic censorship for the spherically symmetric
E~nstein-~axwell-Scalar
field equations.". free. Room: MIT Room 2-143. Sponsor:
Differential Geometry Seminar. Department of Mathematics.
Today - UCutaneous Grooves". A showcase of the research on tactile composition
conducted by graduate student Eric Gunther at the MIT Media Lab. Essentially a concert for the skin, it is a dance you feel instead of see - by hearing music and feeling
choreographed vibrations against your skin. The concert includes pre-composed musical / tactile pieces as well as a real-time improvisational sonic-tactile performance.
This project has been made possible in part by the Grants Program of the Council for
the Arts at MIT. Seating is limited; tickets issued on a first-eome, first-served basis.
Shows will take place evenings at the MIT Media Lab (E15). Info/ticketing,
go to Web
Site. free. Room: Media Lab (E15). Sponsor: Media Lab.

THE
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13 Lansdowne
2437

sr.,

Museum of Fine Arts
465 Huntington
Ave., Boston.
(267-9300),
on.- Tues., 10
a.m.-4:45
p.m.;
ed.,
10
a.m.-9:45
p.rn.: Thurs.-Fri., 10
a.m.-5
p.m.;
Sat.-Sun.,
10
a.m.-5:45 p.m.
est
ing open
Thurs.-Fri.
unHl 9:45
p.m.
dmission free with
IT 10, otherwise $10, $8 for s udents and
seniors, children under 17 free;
2 atter 5 p.m. Thurs.-Fri., free
ed. after 4 p.m,

617-262-

Sundays: See Avalon below.
Mondays:
Static.
Gay, casual
dress. $5, 18+.
Thursdays:
ChromejSkybar.
Progressive
house,
soul,
disco; dress code. $10, 19+;
$8,21+.
Fridays: Spin Cycle. Progressive
house, 80s.
12, 19+; $10,
21+.
A alon
15 Lansdowne
2424

sr.,

arma Club
9 Lansdowne sr., 617-421-9595
Sundays:
"Current
dance
favorites" by guest f)Js. Cover
varies.
Tuesdays: Phatt Tuesdays. With
Bill's
bar, modern
dance'
music. $10.
Wednesdays: STP. Gay-friendly,
house. 15,21+.
Thursdays:
Groove
Factor.
House.
Fridays: Pure. Drum and bass,
guest DJ. 15, 19+.
Saturdays:
Elements
of Life.
International House. $15.
ManRay
21 Brookline
617-864-0400

St.,

Cambridge,

Wednesdays:
Curses.
Goth.
Appropriate
dress required.
$5, 19+; $3, 21+.
Thursdays:
Campus.
Popular
tunes + House. Gay, casual
dress.
10, 19+; $7, 21+.
Fridays: Fantasy Factory (First
and third Friday of the month.
Features kinky fetishes
and
industrial
music.) Hell Night
(every second Friday. 19+.
Includes Goth music.) Ooze
(the last Friday of the month.)
10, 21+. reduced prices for
those wearing fetish gear.
Saturdays: Liquid. Disco/house
+ ew Wave. 15, 19+; $10,
21+.

Popul

UI

Axis
13 Lansdowne
2437
Next: 423-NEXT

St.,

617-262-

St.,

617 ..262-

Sep. 15: Ben Folds.
Sep. 18-9: Incubus.
Sep. 20: Stereophonics
Sep. 21: David Byrne.
Sep. 22: Melissa Ferrick
Sep. 26: Lifehouse
Sep. 28: Long Beach Dub All
Stars
Oct. 4: St. Germain.
Oct. 12: Megadeth.
Oct. 16: Sum 41.
Oct. 30: They Might Be Giants
Oct. 31: Cowboy Mouth, Fighting
Gravity.
Berklee Performance
Center
Berklee College of Music
1140 Boylston St.
Free student recitals and faculty
concerts,
4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
some weekdays.
For info on
these
concerts,
call
the
Performance Information Line at
747-8820.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Oct.

15:
21:
22:
13:

Send subm

Club Passim
47 Palmer St, Cambridge,
492-7679

sons to ott

Sonny Rollins.
Sigur Ros.
Bobby Womack.
Dulce Pontes.

the-tech.mlt.edu

or by Interdepartmental

mall to "On The Town," The Tech, W2Q..483.

617-

Permanent Gallery Installations:
"Late Gothic Gallery," featuring a
restored
15th-century
stained
glass window from Hampton
Court, 14th- and 15th-century
stone,
alabaster,
and polychrome wood sculptures
from
France and the Netherlands;
"Mummy Mask Gallery," a newly
renovated Egyptian gallery, features primitive
masks dating
from as far back as 2500 B.C.;
"European Decorative Arts from
1950 to the Present";
"John
Singer Sargent: Studies for MFA
and Boston
Public
Library
Murals. "

Tuesdays: Open
ic at 8 p.m.
(sign up at 7:30). $5.
Sep. 14: Fishken & Groves CD
Release.
Sep. 15: Barbara Kessler, Jeff
Cohen.
Sep. 16: Ellen Schmidt, Cheryl
Perreault and Steve Rapson.
Sep.
19:
Re
Fowler,
Montgomery
Delaney
and
Terence Martin.
Sep. 20: Rob Laurens, Jonathan
Pointer.
Sep. 21:
ark Dix CD Release.
Sep. 22: Meghan Toohey, Hewitt
Huntwork.
Sep. 23: Jason Harrod, Josh
Cole.
Sep. 24: Balla Tounkara.
Sep. 26: Katy Moffatt.

Gallery lectures
are free
museum admission.

Sep. 16: O-town
FleetCenter
Ticke master: 931-2000.
Oct. 2-3:

eil Diamond.

Oct. 26: Rod Stewart
ov. 24: Bob Dylan
The Middle

WILliAM

Ut is playing tonight at Axis with opening band Handsome DeVil; tickets

East

Central Square, 354-8238
Ticketmaster: 931-2000.
Sep. 14: Faint, Outhud.
Sep. 14: Weakerthans,
Atom
and His Package.
Sep. 15: 0 Is,
ilemarker, New
End Original,
ew Brutalism.
Sep. 15: To Roccoco Rot With'
Isound,
aru Mari.
Sep. 16: Pedro the Lion.
Sep. 16: Tight Bro hers From
Way Back, C Average, Cherry
Valence.
Sep. 17: Manplanet, Federation
Sep. 18: Apples In Stereo, the
Clean.
Sep. 18: Cutthroat 9s.
Sep. 19: EI Vez.
Sep. 19: Ken Stringfellow (of the
Posies), John Vand~rslice.
Sep. 20: Easy Action, Grand
Total.
Sep. 20: Escape Live Latin-carribean.
Sep. 21: Superkollider, Oxes.
Sep. 22: Cheerleadr, Dr Frog.
Sep. 22: Bleu, Count Zero, All
the Queens Men.

Tweeter
Center
for
the
Performing
Arts
(Great
Woods)
885 South Main St., Mansfield,
MA 02048
Ticketmaster: 931-2000
Sep. 14: The Guess Who With
Joe Cocker.
Sep. 15: Radio Disney Live.
Sep. 21-22: Tool.
Sep. 25: Weezer.
Wang Center for the Performing
Arts
270 Tremont sr., Boston 02116,
617 -482-9393
Oct. 12: Bjork.
Oct. 15: Tori Amos.

Sep. 14-15: moe.
Sep. 22: Khaled,
Hakim and
Andy.
Oct. 2:
ick Cave and the Bad
Seeds.
Oct. 5: Travis
Oct. 10: Judas Priest
Oct. 13: Gov't
ule.
Sanders Theatre
45 Quincy St., 02138,
2222

617-496-

Sep. 15: Laurie Anderson.
Sep.
22:
Ray
Davies
Storytellers.
Oct. 12: Waifs and Nerisssa and
Katryna Nields.
Oct. 13: Four Bitchin Babes.
ov. 17: Folk Concert With Cris
Williamson.
Nov. 24: Capitol Steps.

Jazz Music
Regattabar
Concertix: 876-7777
1 Bennett
St.,
Cambridge
02138,617-662-5000

Sunday in the Park with George
Through Sep. 27: At the lyric Stage, 140
Clarendon St., Boston. Sep. 14, 21 at 8 p.m.
Sep. 15, 22 at 4 and 8 p.m., Sep. 16, 23 at 3
p.m., and Sep. 19-20, 26-27 at 7:30 p.m. 1985
Pulitzer Prize winning musical portrait of 19thcentury artist Georges Seurat, libretto by James
lapine, music by the great Stephen Sondheim.
Tickets $36-$25; call 617-437-7172.

Scul/ers Jazz Club
DoubleTree Guest Suites, 400
Soldiers
Field Rd., Boston,
617-562-4111
Sep. 14-15: Keely Smith.
Sep. 18: Stingy and Brimm.
Sep. 19-20: Richard Elliot.
Sep. 21-22: Ts Monk Jr.
Sep. 26: George Russell Jr.
Sep. 27-28: Acoustic Alchemy.
Oct.
25-26:
Dee
Dee
Bridgewater.

la ical Mu ic
Boston Symphony
Tangle wood
Tickets: 266-1492.

Orchestra

Oct. 2 at 6:30 p.m.: Seiji Ozawa,
conductor; Dawn Upshaw, soprano; Susan Graham, rnezzo-soprano; Blythe Danner, narrator.
Women
of the Tanglewood
Festival Chorus, John Oliver, conductor. Mendelssohn:
Overture
and Complete Incidental Music
to A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Op.61.
Oct. 5, 6, 9 at 8 p.rn.: Seiji
Ozawa, conductor; Peter Serkin,
piano. Brahms: Piano Concerto
No.1, Op. 15; Symphony No.1,
Op. 68. Pre-concert talk by Marc
Mandel.

Theater

Call for schedule.
Orpheum Theatre
1 Hamilton Pl., Boston, 617-6790810
Ticketmaster: 931-2000

with

Museum of Science
Science
Park, Boston.
(7232500), Daily, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri.,
9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat.-Sun., 9 a.m5 p.m. Admission free with MIT
ID, otherwise' $9, $7 for children
3-14 and seniors.

Flee Boston Pavilion
290 Northern Ave., Boston 617737-6100

X.

Sep. 14 ..15: Lit.
Sep. 16: Five Iron Frenzy, Relient
K, Ace Troubleshooter,
John
Reuben.
Sep. 21: Ocean Colour Scene.
Sep. 22-23: AFI.
Sep. 25-26: Black Eyed Peas.
Avalon
15 Lansdowne
2424

A \Neekly gu·de to the arts in Boston
September :14 - 20
Compiled by Fred Choi

617-262-

Sundays: Gay Night (with Axis on
long weekends).
Featuring
hardcore house and techno.
$10,21
.
Thursdays: International
Night.
Eurohouse.
10, 19+.
Fridays: Avaland. House. $15,
19+.
Saturdays:
Downtown.
odem
house, club classics, and Top
40 hits. $15, 21+.

on.-Fri.:
introductory
walks
through all collections begin at
10:30
a.m. and 1:30
p.m.;
~Asian, Eg ptian, and Classical
Walks" begin at 11:30 a.m.;
<Amertcan
Painting
and
Decorative Arts Walks" begin at
12:30 p.m.: "European Painting
and Decora ive Arts
alks"
begin at 2:30 p.m.; Introductory
tours are also offered Sat. at 11
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

at

Performances at Symphony Hall,
301
Massachusetts
Ave.,
Boston, unless otherwise noted.
For
IT Students:
Tickets are
offered
for Thursday evening
concerts
(8 p.m.) and Friday
afternoon concerts (1:30 p.m.)
and are available on the day of
the concert only at the BSO Box
Office at Symphony Hall (301
ass. Ave. Open 10 a.m. 6.p.m.).
Two tickets
may be
obtained with two current valid
IT student IDs, subject to availability. For updated MIT student
ticket availability, call 638-9478
after 10 a.m. on the day of concert.

A Midsummer Night's Dream
Sep.
20-30,
at the
Wang
Theatre, 270 Tremont St. The
Boston Ballet begins its season
with Gerald Arpino's Suite SaintSa ens, a ballet
so fast and
bright that Agnes de Mille once
said it was "like standing in a
flight of meteors." The evening
also includes
Bruce Well's
Shakespearean familiar romp, A
Midsummer
Night's
Dream
(Music by Felix Mendelssohn), a
tale of four lovers caught up in
the strange enchantment
of a
midsummer's
eve as Oberon,
the King of the Fairies, spars
with his proud queen, Titania.
Buy tickets on-line through Telecharge (telecnarge.com)
or call
1-800-447-7400.
Mamma Mia!
Tickets available through Sep.
26, at the Colonial Theater (106
Boylston St). The threadbare plot
of the latest British import (bUilt
around classic hits by ABBA) is:
Young bride Sophie wants her
dad to give her away. But her
spunky mom - an ex-nightclub
disco singer named Donna doesn't
know who he is. So
Sophie secretly invites three of
mom's old boyfriends (her possible dads) to her wedding.
At
first, it's a complete disaster.
But Donna and her old backupsinger buddies save the day and
transform
the island into an
ABBA-accompanied
silver lami
adventure that includes scubadiver dancers, grooms in bridal
gowns and choruses
in neon
shower caps. An engagingl
clever sing-along satire of itself,
Mamma Mia! makes you, move,
chuckle, and s omp your platform heels.

HAMES

are $15.

Comedy Connection
Mon.-Wed.
at 8 p.m.; Thurs.
8:30 p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 8 p.m.,
10:15 p.m.; Sun. 7 p.m. The .otoest comedy club in Boston showcases big-name, national comedians
on
weekends
and
up-and-coming local talent during
the week. At 245 Quincy Market
Place,
Faneuil
Hall,
Upper
Rotunda,
Boston.
Admission
$10-$8 (weekend prices vary).
Call 248-9700 for more information and a complete schedule.
Improv Boston
ImprovBoston is Boston's oldest
and most acclaimed improvisational
comedy
troupes.
Improvisational comedy is based
on the premise of no premise.
Performers bump into each other
onstage and then create a story
out of gestures,
reactions and
plenty of quick thinking.
What
otten determines the direction of
a scene are suggestions
from
audience members who, at any
moment, might be yanked from
their seats to become part of
the show. Performing
at the
Back Alley Theatre in Cambridge,
shows are every Saturday at 8
and 10:30 p.m. The Back Alley
Theatre
is located
at 1253
Cambridge Street, Inman Square
in Cambridge. Tickets are $12,
$10 for StUdents. 576-1253.
Blue Man Group
Charles
Playhouse,
74
Warrenton Street, Boston, indefinitely. Curtain is at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday, at 7
and 10 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday, and at 3 and 6 p.m. on
Sunday. Tickets $35 to $45. Call
426-6912 for tickets and informa ion on how to see the show
for free by ushering.

Exhibits
Isabella
Stewart
Gardner
Museum
280 The Fenway, Boston. (5661401),
Tues.-Sun.
11 a.m.-S
p.m. Admission
$10 ($11 on
weekends),
$7 for seniors, $5
for students
with to ($3 on
Wed.). free for children under
18. The museum, built in the
style of a 15th-century Venetian
palace, houses more han 2,500
art objects, with emphasis on
Italian Renaissance
and 17thcentury Dutch works. Among the
highlights
are
works
by
Rembrandt, Botticelli,
Raphael,
Titian,
and Whistler.
Guided

The Museum features the theater of electricity
(With indoor
thunder-and-lightning
shows
daily) and more than 600 handson exhibits. Ongoing: "Discovery
Center"; "Investigate! A See-ForYourself Exhibit"; "Science in the
Park: Playing with Forces and
Motion"; "seeing Is Deceiving. n
Ongoing:
"Friday
Night
Stargazing,"
Fri., 8:30 p.rn.:
"Welcome
to the Universe,;
daily; "Quest for Contact: Are We
Alone?"
daily. Admission
to
Omni, laser, and planetarium
shows is $7.50, $5.50 for children and seniors. Current Laser
Light shows: Laser Beastie Boys,
Laser Ragefest
3, Laser Pink
Floyd:
Dark
Side,
Laser
Aerosmith.

Other
A Studio of Her Own: Women
Artists In Boston 1.870-1.940
Through Dec. 2, 2001, at the
Museum of Fine Arts. This exhibit presents
over eighty of the
finest paintings, sculpture, and
decorative
arts
created
by
women at the tum of the last
century. Drawn equally from the
MFA's holdings, other museums
and institutions, and private collections, the exhibition includes
works by over forty artists. While
some of them are well known,
like Lilian Hale and Anna Vaughn
Hyatt, many others remain uncelebrated. No matter the level of
their fame, their art represents
an aesthetic
achievement
of
great significance and beauty.
The Films of Frederick

Wiseman

The Museum of Fine Arts offers
a complete
retrospective
of
Wiseman's
31 documentaries,
every Saturday, through April 14,
2002. At the Remis Auditorium
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
02115 unless otherwise noted.
For tickets and more information, call 369-3770. Tickets are
$8, $7 MFA members, seniors,
students.
Multi-Handicapped
Sep. 29 at 10:30 a.m.: (1986,
126 min.). This film shows the
day-to-day
activities
of multihandicapped
and
sensory
impaired
students
and their
teachers, dormitory parents, and
counselors
at the Helen Keller
School. The film presents situations involving personal hygiene,
mobili y training,
concepts
of
time and money, self help and
independent
living, dormitory
life, recreation, sports, vocation·
al raining, and psychological
counseling.
This film will be
shown on 16 mm in the Riley
Seminar Room.
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Duke's Wallace To Investigate CS Experts Aid Needy
Handling of Harassment Case
By Sandra M. Chung

ugge tions
to how
T can better
r pond to tudent death .

ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

Dean for tudent Life Larry G.
Benedi t announced that Kathleen .
Wallace of Duke Univer ity ill
conduct a re ie of IT action
regarding ahara
ment complaint
filed by the late Julia M. Carpenter
'03 against CharvakP. Karp '04.
Wallace could not comment on
the case in que tion.
Kenneth Arnold, the father of
Carpenter's boyfriend Zev Arnold,
has been in contact with Pre ident
Charles M. Vest since May 7 and
was the first to ugge t the policy
review on behalf of the Arnold and
Carpenter familie . MIT responded
by appointing a committee, headed
by Ve t, to review potential investigators.
Benedict was the first person to
recommend Wallace for the post.
The committee
reviewed
and
approved the recommendation.

Hara ment ca e to be e amin d

Inve tigation under in e tigation
Before ac epting it in late
Augu t, Walla e was briefed on the
ca e.
he immediately
began
re earcb through numerou
source,
including recent new-paper article
as well a documentation provided
by Kenneth Arnold. he anticipate
the need for a trip to MIT to in e tigate some items and conduct interviews fir thand, although recent
events have put such travel on hold
for the time being. Wallace is currently dealing with the effects of the
recent World Trade Center disaster
on the student population at Duke,
and could not offer an estimate of the
duration of her review. "I want to
take as long as I need to investigate
the situation fully," she said.
Wallace will write a report detailing her conclusions and recommendations, which may help the Office
of the Dean for Student Life improve
MIT procedure for handling complaints similar to Carpenter's. MIT
does not intend to make the report
public. However, the Institute will
share with the MIT community any
,changes made to MIT procedure as a
result of the report. Wallace will also
evaluate the Institute's response to
Carpenter's death, and may offer

Wallace a seasoned investigator
Wallace graduated
from the
orth Carolina Central Law School,
and is a member of the orth Carolina State Bar Association, the Association for Student Judicial Affairs,
and the Center for Academic Integrity. She was a police officer in
Durham, North Carolina from 1991
to 1994, and is currently the Associate Dean for Judicial Affairs in the
Office for Student Development at
Duke University.
Wallace's duties at Duke include
administering
the undergraduate
judicial system, serving as hearing
officer for violations of the undergraduate judicial code, maintaining
student disciplinary records, serving
as the undergraduate harassment prevention advisor, and coordinating the
school's peer mediation program.

Th di ciplinary c e in que tion
in 01 ed arpenter and Karpe, a fellow re ident of Random Hall at the
time. De pite knowing about
arpenter
longtime boyfriend,
ho i
cu.rrently a junior at
a hington
ni er ity at 1. Loui , Karpe
allegedly per ist d in pur uing a
romantic relationship with arpenter.
Over the course of the fall term and
the Independent Acti ities Period,
Karpe' persi tent attention allegedly turned into threat and intru ions
on arp nter's privacy.
arpenter filed a complaint
ith
the Random Hall Judicial Committee
at the end of January. Jud omm
tried the case' throughout February,
but failed to rea h a decision. The
ca e wa deferred to the Office of
tudent Life, where enior
ociate
Dean for tudent Robert M. Randolph moved the offending tudent
to Ea t Campus and appointed an
administrative panel to review the
evidence and te timony. The panel s
April 20 deci ion included a provision for the student to move back
into Random Hall.
The hara ment case wa not
brought to the attention of the police
until after Carpenter's deatb. Kenneth Arnold was the first to inform
MIT Campus Police Officer Mary
Bath Riley about the incident.
Carpenter received and signed the
decision on April 25. In the early
morning bours of April 30, she was
found dead on the floor of her room.
Her death was ruled a suicide by the
Office of the Suffolk County Medical Examiner. In a May 14 service
in Kresge Chapel, the MIT community mourned her loss.

~=~Aimsw~~~

ommuniTech, a service group
that explores way to bridge the digital divide and help the community,
held an yesterday e ening to recruit
new members.
The group actively take part in a
national effort to pro ide access to
the late t technology to the needy.
ctivitie range from teaching ill advantaged families to refurbi hing
computers. The group also sends tudent volunteers to various health center and non-profit organization to
help with their computer systems.

Group aid di ad antaged
ommuniTech carries out three
main projects: Families Acces ing
omputer Technology
FA T),
o
T and MIT Used omputer actory (UCF).
F
T targets low-income familie and provide
them with basic
computer instruction. Topics for tutorials include opening file , u ing a
computer to surf the Internet, and
even writing complaint letters.
o
T pairs tudents with
schools and organizations, either to
teach children about computer or
help witb database and web site
developments.
UCF gather donated computers
refurbi hes them, and redi tributes
them to needy families.
Club call

of. EACH

ELECTRONICS

SOFTWARE

ion ba
panded
'It hasn't been what I expected, ,
Adams said. "It was much harder, the
confluence of problems on three levels: family, volunteers,
and the
administration. "
Adams started the group with two
Harvard students in January 2000.
Originally, it was centered around
computer hardware collection and
ill tribution. ince then, the organization has expanded its scope to include
teaching and development as well.
People of different socioeconomic
classes and residents of rural areas
are sometime given unequal aCC6SS
to technology, particularly Internet
acces . According to U .. Department of
ommerce'
Falling
Through the Net report, the Internet
access rate i 38.9 percent for rural
re idents only 19.2 percent for familie in the lowest income bracket
(with annual incomes of less than
15,000), and less than 25 percent for
African and Hispanic Americans.

HAM RADIO

HI TECH

COMPUTERS

BARGAIN

curse 6ers who care

Over a dozen students re ponded
to the club's call for" ourse 6ers
Who Care" by attending last night s
meeting.
"I wanted to do something useful.
In class, I don't really get to apply
things right away, , said Linda X.
Hue '03, a Course VI (Electrical
Engineering and Computer cience)
major.
Although the meeting was aimed

. Jarudi '04, a ourse IX (Brain and
Cognitive cience) major al 0 attended the meeting after finding out about
ommuniTech from the Public ervice enter. "I was interested in finding more about it," he said.
tudents who have participated in
ommuniTech
recalled po iti e
experiences. Pius A. Uzamere II '04
described his participation in FACT
la t year a "very rewarding. The
family wa very willing to learn
about everything."
ommuniTech
hopes to pool
MIT' resources to help the community of greater Boston. 'We are more
concerned about making real impact
on the familie and helping the volunteer getting a atisfying volunteering
experience' than about any pecific
long term goals, aid Bryan P. Adams
G, ommuniTech's founder.

MONTH

COMPUTERS

SUMMER

ALL
RADIO

PARTS

- 'HARDWARE

Sunday Sept. 16th
- Buy Sell Swap·- 9 AM to 2 PM
Albany -and Main Streets, Cambridge
TAILGATE ROOM FOR OVER ZOO SELLERS
Rain or Shine - ~rage

BUYERS
$1

85
820

0& with MIT m

SELLERS

per space mel.des 1 admissioD

Available

FREE!
Buyers Parking
.VENDORS
IromaU o.
New England

Come eGrJ~ for BEST aABGAINS
Sponsored by: W1MX, the MIT Electronics Research Society, W1XM/R
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I .
of everyday products
•

Thesday's Attacks Dieussed at CIS Forum
The pan ) m mber
pinion w r
div rea
the member
themel e .
Had thi been a nucl ar atta k
e'd be having to f e that
e
Yor
ity did not e i t at an 0
the con equence
could be a Jot
wor e' aid enior Re earch
0ciate
li on
a Farlane, who
pecialize
in nu lear weapon
tudie .
'Ther is no way to top t rrori m 100 percent of the time, and if
we are to fight thi , we mu t ubordinate other goal in ubmi ion to
e urity,'
aid political
cience
graduate student Jeremy Pre man.
'Terrori m i a lot more about p ychological
arfare than an actual
de eat on a battlefield."

are

being made from the paper.
plastic. metal and glass that

r

you've been recycling.
But to keep recycling
working to help protect the
environment.

you need to

I

buy those products.

§

ND SAVE.

,
...:

it

So look for products made

ill

from recycled materials. and

ill

~
buy them. It would mean the
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p rt pre nt per nal opinion
Each panel member gave a hort
peech about the implication
of
Tue day' events before opening
up the floor to que tions from the
audience ..
'Thi attack is going to cost u
a lot of i il tibertie ; we are going
to have to change the way we live
our live " aid Political
cience
Profes or tephen
. Van Evera
who pecialize
in international
affair and ecurity tudie .
The forum'
introduction presented the audience with three key
que tion which the panel member
were e amining:
y did thi happen?
ho might be re pon ible?
What hould the United
tates do
now?
"1 think the post-Cold
ar
world ended [Tuesday],'
aid Political
cience Profe sor Barry R.
Posen. "The United tate needs to
rea se what it tands for in international politics.'
The panel included five faculty
members and one graduate tudent.

udience tae
part in discu ion
Following a tatement by ea h
member of the p nel the audience
wa allowed to ask que tion .
The audien e included not only
tudent , but a1 0 alumni, faculty
member
par nt of student
and
other
ommunity member . The
top con ern e pre ed from the
audience wa the re pon e to the
incident by the nited tate government.
The pre ident ha a difficult
deci ion to make, 'Pre
man aid.
To mo e to retaliate, you mu t
have omeone to retaliate again 1."
There wa speculation
at the
forum about the possible culprits of
the crime.
1 0 di cu ed was the
po sible U .. re ponses to the culprit and whether the blame hould
be placed on a state or an organization.
If there'
going to be any
action, it's going to have to be a
u tained long-term
action by
mean of intelligence
covert and
non-co ert operations," Posen said.
'It's best to think of this as a grinding attrition kind of war that will
last for a long time."
Po en also stressed that any
long-term action would need the
full support of U.S. citizens, far
after the initial shock and anger
from the incident has worn off.

i il libertie .
'1 think we hould be careful
how term
are to
Pre man aid.
11 Tab are not
u lim and vice er a.
Pre man tre sed that limitation of ci il libertie might come in
the form of new interpr tation and
trict r enforcement
of tanding
law rather than the the pa age of
new one.
Politi al cience Profe or Kenneth . Oye made a poignant tatement from hi eat in the audience,
hich wa met by wide pread
applau e.
ill we ha e the trength to
re i t the kind of indi criminate
acts of iolence that have been part
of our de tructive legacy in the
pa t?' Oye a ked. Will the U.S.
be able to resist uch temptation?"

I would like to urge great aution becau e it would b
ry ea y
for the nited tate to get aught
up with the danger
ycle of violen e,'
ac rlane aid.
I ha en't
been impre
ed
about what ha com
ut of many
politi ian
mouths for rea on to
fight other than revenge,"
amu Is
aid.
One option of retaliation for the
nited tate that wa propo ed by
Profe or an E era a a a inating individual leader who ere
re pon ible for the act, rather than
killing innocent citizen .
I am per onally in favor of
lifting the as a ination ban enacted by Pre ident Carter,' Van E era
aid. "On an ethical
tandpoint,
a a ination in thi ca e ha a
tronger
moral grounding.
If
you're
going to retaliate,
you
houl d punish tho e who were
directly re pon ible rather than
killing innocent ."
Howe er,
an Evera pointed
out that political a sa ination ha
not been effecti e when it ha been
u ed.
any of the panelist
a serted
tbat the event will catalyze a fundamental change in the way the U.S.
hape its foreign policy ..
"What happened [Tuesday] has
a lot to do with how the U.S. has
behaved in the last few years,"
MacFarlane
aid. "We need to pay
attention to other countries' reaction to U.S. behavior."
Panelists suggested that the U.S.
reevaluate its role in globalization
and its effects on different cultures
throughout the world. Some also
suggested missile defense projects
should not be a priority, since they
would not have prevented Tuesday's disaster.
, Whatever measure is agreed
upon needs to be seen as legitimate
by the rest of the world, and this
may save us from further consequences
from
our actions,"
Rajagopal said.
Others expressed concern over
how the U.S. can possible prevent
terrorist attacks while upholding

tudent react to discu sion
fter the forum, many stayed
around to continue the discu ion
with the pane) members.
"It wa great MIT was able to
put this together so quickly," said
Victor K. Mallet '02. "The speakers were good
but I was not
impressed
with the variety
of
viewpoint expressed on the panel
and lack of Arab or Israeli angles."
He also said that "it was a great
effort by MIT to spark more discussion and awareness about this
event."
Thomas P. Kotwal G said, "The
statement that we should expect to
see a weapon of mass destruction
used in our lifetime was frightening
and definitely eye opening. It was
very interesting to hear their points
on assassination
versus a more
widespread attack."
At the conclusion of the forum,
Professor
Samuels promised
to
reconvene
the discussion
with
another panel from the Department
of International Studies in the near
future.
"Like many of you, I'm more
discomforted
going out of this
room than I was when 1 came in,
but I'm far better informed,"
Samuels said.
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Alley, the nation's newest and fastest growing technology cluster, offers

you the best of all worlds. A professional environment based on mutual competition and
collaboration. Access to hundreds of global innovators. Great job opportunities.

Advancement

potential within and across industries. High pay and low cost-of-living expenses that really
stack up when compared to other technology clusters. And, a terrific setting in one of the
nation's most desirable places to build a career-0akland
Indicator

Automation
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Professional Salaries
Mechanical
E1ee rical

Engineer
Engineer

Computer

Programmer

Computer
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Cost of Living Allowance
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AIley
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$ 192,337
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Route 128
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Apply for jobs online now
Interested in Internships?

@
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Checkout our web site!
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American
Red Cross

. The American Red Cross of Massachusetts Bay
is grateful for the tremendous outpouring of support

from the members of the M. I. T. community.

Here's how you can help:

To donate blood, call 1 (800) GIVE-LIFE.
To become a Red Cross volunteer, come to the
rescheduled American Red Cross Fall Genera Meeting
at M. I. T. on Monday, September 17 at 7:00 pm in 2-190.

For more informat·on, write arctan-info@mit.edu,
visi www.bostonred ross.or 0 call ( 7) 375-0700

ARCTAN is MIT's official American Red Cross Team And Netwo
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Freedom of Speech
Put to Test by Signs
Free Speech, from Page I
que tion of whether thi i the
proper place to put it said Jaryn
E. Finch '04. There
alway a
question of where free peech i
allowed. At orne univer itie this
would never be allowed to go up."
, I per onally would not like it
to be put up, , said lame W. Taylor G, a graduate tudent in chemical engineering. But given that the
administration supports the poster,

Taylor aid th re houJd be pa e
for opposing viewpoint.
ther
peopl
hould ha e th right to
re pond
he aid. If it truly i
free p e h ther
hould be equal
opportunity for rebuttal. '
Jonathan
. te kel G a graduate tudent in cherni try did not
oppo e the po ter, and belie e
that tudent
hould take charge to
express contrary opinion.
If they
disagree with it, they hould put up
a poster next to it, he said.

Re.o ......
Sea-vices
MIT Chapel
Monday, Sept 17, 6: j 5 pm
Tuesday, Sept. '8 '0:30 am

Conse ..vative

Sea-vices
Kresge Little Theatre
Monday Sept 17, 6:30 pm
Tues, Sept 18,8:45 am & 6:00 pm
Wednesday, Sept. 19, 8:45 a.m.

Fa-ee
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HaShanah

lWo .. e
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MIT
Bldg

Hillel
WII

253·2982

Holiday

Open to all students
with reservation
Monday, Sept. 17
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Reserve
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12

lVIeals
Rosh

HaShana

lunches

& Second

Dinner

noon,

<hillelrsvp@miLedu>

Reserve

with

by Sept

12

Hillel
noon.
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Sweatshops 101:

Who made your cap?
Learn plore about sweatshops, the problems associated with -them and what you can
do to help.

Wednesday, September 19
Room 35-225
7:30 pm
Speaker: Prof. Dara O'Rourke
MIT Department of Urban tudie and Planning
pon ored by: United Trauma Reli f
httpv/web.mit.edu/utr/www
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'MIT 2001 Career Week
http:// careerfair .mit.ed u
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T ESDAY
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VIDIA
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In the world of money and markets, Equity Research opportunines at Fidelity are among the
mo t desirable anywhere. Why? Because no one gives first-year Associates the responsibility
and independence to make significant investment decisions like we do.

e seek people who

are highly motivated, take initiative, and work well under pressure. And whether your
background is in English Engineering, or Business, an avid interest and intellectual curio ity
about the stock market is what we look for in all candidates. While you will enjoy a high
degree of autonomy, you won't have to go it alone. Many of the brightest minds and best
resources in the indu try are in place to support you, along with instant access to the most
powerful research capabilities available.
career, invest some rime with us.

0

before you make a decision on your investment

e'll be coming to your campus soon.
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FUTURE.

INFORMATION SESSION:
Equity Research Associates
Tuesday, September

18, 5:30 p.m.

Room 4-159
If you are unable to attend, plea e forward your resume via the Office of Career
ervice and Pre-profes ional dvi ing or e-mail ittomaya.saraf@fmr.com.
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Investments·

Fidelity Investments is committed to creating a diversified environment and proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

Where it matters most.
As one of the world's leading diversified technolog companies, we're
breaking new ground in everything from defense and commercial
electronics, to busin-ess aviation and special mission aircraft. As
a Raytheon employee, you.'/I contribute to the development of exciting,
revolu ionary technology designed to make life better, easier. and safer
hrouqhou he world. Such as our STARS air traffic con rol system.And
our award-winning NightSight ™ technology.
But it all starts with you. Yourcreativi y.Your knowledge. And enthusiasm
about the future. In' return, we offer exceptional training and professional
development opportunities. A supportive, down-to-ear h work environment. And incredible benefits including flexible schedules designed to
respect your quali y of life.

Visit our Career Booth on
Thursday, September 20 or Friday, September 21
50 you can still show off all those great qualities of yours
outside of work, too.
Please e-mail yourresumeto:resume@rayjobs.com
(ASCII text only;
no a tachments). U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal
opportunity employer.
Opportunities

are available in the following

areas:

Computer Science
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Math
Physics
Chemical Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Finance!Accounting
Human Resources
Industrial and labor Relations
Marketing/Communications
Management

www.rayjobs.com

Check out our Website at
for
ur her information including a calendar of recrui ing events. At
Ra heon, we s rive to be the employer of choice or a diverse wor orce
by attracting, retaining, and recognizing the most alen ed, resourceful
and creative people.

Bringing technology to the edge
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Attendees Converse
Killian) from Pag

1

fur ugh thi before, he aid.
roup at Killian. di cu in.cid nt
Following eneviratne' add:re ,
the community plit up into group of
ten to fifteen people, each of will h
was led by a faculty facilitator. ember of each group di cu ed their
feeling about the tragedy, and told
per onal tories about people they
knew who were involved in Tue day's events.
For some, thi ceremony w the
fir t chance that they had to truly
reflect upon the incident. Re erend
John Wuestneck a protestant chaplain, said that his work schedule had
not given him much time to think
about the significance of this tragedy.
"I've been working so hard, it
didn't really sink in until the music at
the beginning of the ceremony," he
aid. Wuestneck aid that most students who he ha talked to felt that
they benefitted from Wedne day s
discussion groups.
Chaplains discuss student concerns
. Kevin M. Ford, chaplain of the
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship,
said that many students are still numb
from the experience. 'There is a lot
of shock about what the future is
going to bring," he said.
"People are afraid, feeling distracted, angry ... I don't think it has
really sunk in for a lot of people,"
Wuestneck said. "Some students
went to school there, passed by that

building hundre of tim ."
Ford aid that e ryone needs to
make ure that th ir nfusion doe n't turn them against oth r people on
campus. 'Particularly in a
e her
you don't knox who to be angry at, it
i ea y to mi direct your bad feelings " he said.
Wu tneck worn that our nation
may react be or w ha e time to
truly think about who b ars the full
re ponsibility for Tue day's even .
, I'm really afraid that we
a nation
are going to react too quickly," he
said:
a ailable in. coming da
The chaplaincy has arranged everal ervices which will upport students in the coming days. A bulletin
board containing a list of upport
re ource and uggestions for ways to
help victims and their families has
been placed on the :fir t floor of the
student center.
The chapel will remain open thi
weekend and chaplains will be available on Friday and Monday to provide counseling ervices to students.
The main dining room of building
Wl1 will also be open, allowing people to continue di cu ion.
Several religious groups have
planned services for today, which
President Bush has proclaimed a
national day of prayer and remembrance. At 12:30 p.m, an Interfaith
Prayer Service will be held in the
MIT Chapel, and at 5:15 p.m, the
reflecting wall at MIT will be dedicated.

NATHAN COLLINS-THE

Members of the MIT community gathered in Killian
Wednesday afternoon to discuss Tuesday's attacks.
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FBI agents stonned the Westin Hotel in Copley Square Wednesday afternoon, and removed three
people suspected of having involvement in Tuesday's terrorist acts. The three men were later
detennined to be uninvolved.

Pilot Program May Pave Way

For Larger Computing Changes
D. Long, senior
strategist
1D
Academic Computing.
Meanwhile, students enrolled in
1.00 will be paired up and instructed
to "figure out how to hare the
laptop," Long said.
Students taking part in the TEAL
program, the version of Physics II
(8.02T) which ha replaced the
standard electricity and magnetism
course usually offered in the fall, will
interact with their laptops as part of
their laboratory equipment. Each
team of four to six students will be
assigned a computer for use in a
project-based setting.

computing since the completion of
Project Athena in June 1991.
, The idea is to accommodate
different goal," Kumar said. "We.
want to move the computing
environment
to a stage where
education
i not reliant on the
physical
location of computing
equipment,
for example
Athena
clusters."
"One-to-one
computing is the
vision we are trying to paint, , Kumar
said. "We envision a transformation
in the clusters to a much more
mobile, heterogeneous environment."

till, no concrete
plans for
expanding the program are currently
being discussed. "The outcome has
not been determined," Long said.
Among the issues yet to be
resolved are the availability of the
infrastructure necessary to upport
such a wirele network and the basic
question of whether students need the
laptops at all.
"It's not like this is a step to orne
master plan," Long said. "We realize
that the program is not for everybody.
We are instead using this in the true
sense of inquiry."

Project an educational experiment
If the laptop program succeeds
during initial tests it could usher in
the largest changes to campus

We would like to thank

Chon Ng

Justin Paluska
for their lasting contribution as 2001 Summer Interns.
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CLASS OF 2002
GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

Thursday, September 20
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Johnson Center
10-5PM
Resume Submission
http:// careerfair .mit.edu
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SPORTS

Volleyball Engineers Finish Week at 3-0

Starts off
Strong
Sports Shorts, from Page 2
of the tournament there i a repeat
winner at the Union ollege
en'
occer Invitational, and that team i
the MIT Engineers.
oach
alter
Ales i's team followed up 'on it win
in 2000 with a 1-0 defeat of
Ren elaer, and a 2-0 victory over
the host.
ichola R. e tle 04
cored the only goal in aturday's
contest with Raul 1. oral-Pinto '03
pitching
the shutout
in goal.
unday' game winner wa scored
by Robert Pilawa ' OS on assists
from
e tle and Robert M. Reed
'02. Reed tallied the in urance goal,
a Morgan Mills '05 earned the
hutout. Sweeper Rory E. Foster '04
was ingled out by Alessi for his
outstanding play all weekend, and
was named the
ew England
Women's
and Men's Athletic
Conference Player of the Week.
• The MIT women's volleyball
team has opened the 2001 season
with strong efforts in two tournaments. The Engineers
took the
championship of the Gordon College
Invitational Tournament for the first
time in the four years in which the
Engineers have competed in the
tournament. Kelly A. Martens '03
was named to the tournament most
valuable player. Teammate Christina
Almodovar '02 was an all-tournament team selection. Both Martens
and Almodovar were also named to
the all-tournament
team at the
Franklin & Marshall Invitational,
where the Engineers took second
place. Martens recorded her 1,000th
career
kill
in the
Gordon
Tournament,
and was named the
NEWMAC Player of the Week.
• MIT men's cross country captured the first three spots, and eight
of the top eleven finishers in running its way to the tenth win in the
previous eleven years of competition for the Engineers' Cup with
WPI and Rensselaer. Sean Polan
'03, was the individual winner com- .
pleting the .5.1 mile course in 27:04.
• After 28 years of not defeating
Brown University in water polo,
MIT has defeated the Bruins twice
in the past two years. The Engineers
eked out a 5-2 victory in the Harvard
University' Invitational last weekend.
Goalie Peter D. VanBuskirk '04 was
the standout for MIT with 14 saves
4 steals, and blocked a penalty shot.
• The summer proved to be uccessful for two members of the MIT
coaching staff. Assistant sailing
master Mike Kalin took third place
.of 111 competitors at the Canadian
Olympic-training
Regatta
at
Kingston
(CORK,
ONTARIO.
CORK is one of several regattas in
which sailors earn points to qualify
for the world championships, which
will be held in San Francisco next
year. Women's ice hockey coach
Katia Pashkevitch showed her versatility by rushing for 174 yards and
two touchdowns on 19 carries in the
New England Storm's 20-0 victory
over the Syracuse
Sting in the
Women's Professional
Football
League opener for both teams.
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FRIENDS
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ithout any
orri on
cored
gain 1
th n
minute
later.
orri on beat a number 0
defende
on the dribble b fore her
pIa ement pa t th eeper.
The ore at halftim w 3-0 in
fa or of the Engineer . Yang re orded three ave for the Engineer in
th fir t half and the oIid defensive
play of the ba k unit of Paola B.
a er G, linton, and Lydia
Helliwell 'OS and Airi Yonekura OS
held 0 trong the keepers aw no
more action in the game.
The second half coring wa
opened in a moment of deja vu as
Griffin found anoth r Perlmutter
corner. Thi goal wa different
from th ir fir t connection however, as Griffin's finishing touch w
a dri en header.
The coring was rounded out by
Helliwell first collegiate goal as he
blasted a low ball through a eemingly impenetrable mass of player
on the ground. The final core read
5-0 in MIT' favor.
Engineers beat Eastern
azarene
Saturday MIT traveled south on
93 to Quincy to face Eastern
azarene College. From the first
whistle MIT controlled play by
passing the ball swiftly around the
field and hammering the Eastern

en goal. Despite the constant
barrage
f hot,
the Ea tern
azarene goalkeeper
olid play,
oupled with a number of MIT near
mi es, ept the game corele until
the 2 nd minute. Griffin put in a
rebound off of a Perlmutter hot that
ric cheted off the po t to core the
fir t goal of the mat h.
lthough MIT till controlled
play, they did not
ore again until
almo t 20 minute
later when
ilson and Joanna
t io '05
took a quick com r ki before the
ru ader 'defense
a organized.
Griffin wa a alv ay alert and in
the right place to olley
at ios's
hot into the net.
Le s than a minute later and with
only a fe minute left in the half,
eridelowitz
gathered
a lovely
through ball from
om on to ore
the third and final goal of the half.
The econd half scoring for the
Engineer b gan early a
orri on
dribbled by a pair of defender on
her way to coring MIT's fourth goal
in the second minute of the half.
Ten minutes later, ze-Chao Tam
'02 lead Perlmutter with a well erved
pas into the box. Perlmutter finished
just out of the goalkeeper' reach at
the lower far post. Another ten minutes later the favor was returned to
Tam
from
Mendelowitz,
as
Mendelowitz ent a through ball that
Tam shot past the keeper near po t.
Stephanie
A. Claussen
'05

would
with
as she
placed

oon punctuate the scoring
IT's seventh and final goal
hu tIed to receive a well
cro
from Katrien Brak
O.
lau sen then staved off a
defender and rocketed a shot the
keeper could not handle.
The MIT defense held strong all
game, and didn t allow any sho on
the MIT goal. The final core was 7o IT. IT goe into the second
week of the season with a 2-0
record.
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application deadline: October 5, 2001
ThIS _
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1.0 beO>g run In .."....e:tian
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Tax questions? Call TeleTax for recorded information
on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.

~.,&

Department

of tn Treasury

ReYenue Service

http://www.us

reas.gov

This space donated by The Tech

Be

II Til/Or. Be II Men/o,Xh
B.E.L.L. Foundation
provide academic after- chool tutorial de igned to
increase th educational opportunitie and achievements of
urban minority children. We are currently hiring college
tudents to work afternoon for up to fifteen hours a week
at a rate of 9-11/hour depending on experience. We
operate everal ite in Roxbury Dorche ter, and one in
Mattapan and Allston
For more information pie e call (617) 2 2 1567. Or send
a re orne and cover letter to:
The B.E.L.L. Foundation
60 Clayton t
Dorche ter, MA 02122

Introducing our Master of Science in Digital Imaging and Design.
New York University'S Center for Advanced Digital Applications (CADA)is proud to present this totally new
and unique degree, dedicated to educating the artist, designer, composer, and scientist in the use of
advanced digital technology.
Both conceptual and practical, areas of study include computer animation, digital design, post-production,
visual literacy, previsualization, 3D modeling, product design, special effects, digital filmmaking, virtual set
design, medical illustration, and digital audio production.
All courses are taught by a premier group of artists, designers, and medical researchers in four of the most
advanced studio labs in the country. It's a combination of art, technology, and craftsmanship that is simply
not available anywhere else.
The Master of Science in Digital Imaging and Design at CADA. An evolution of new ideas and technologies
for the digital artist.
'
INFORMAnON SESSION:
Wed., 6-8 p.m., Oct. 3
NYU Midtown Center, 4th Floor, 11 West 42nd Street
FOR OUR NEW BROCHURE:
Phone: 212-998-7200
Website: www.scps.nyu.edu/ideas
E-mail: scps.ideas@ nyu.edu

NBVYORK
u:F~

School of
ProD

or call:

1 800 FELLOWS

Tax info, toll-free.
'BD!Ilnternal
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SPORTS
Women's
Engine

D

ccer off to 3-0 Start

a Tuft Fi chburg State and Eas ern azarene

Women's VolleybaU 1bkes
Toumament Over Gordon
Tech Defeats Ho ts with Perfect 3-0 Win

By Merssa Hart
TEAM COACH

Th
T omen'
oc er team
tore through the fir t week of their
ea on. fter stunning the pre- eaon top ranked team in
ew England, Tuft
Univer ity 3-1 in a
scrimmage
match,
they then tallied two
decisive victorie 0 er
non-conference opponent Fit hburg
tate ollege and Eastern
azarene
College.
On Tuesday, eptember
IT
faced the 2000 ational Tournament
runner up, Tuft University
in
edford,
ass. .dway through the
fir t half, Kelli
. Griffin '03
opened up the coring by :fini bing a
corner kic from team co-c pt in
Rebecca E. linton '03. Griffin ha
been
IT's top corer 0 er the p t
two easons.
Tufts triker answered with an
una isted goal off the econd half
ickoff, tying the match 1-1. oon
thereafter arab E. endelowitz '03
found forward Candace
il on
'04 in the penalty bo.
il on targeted the back of the net a he
fought off a Tuft defender. Within
ten minute
Wil on cored again
after beating a defender one on one
and fini hing with a hot pa t the
goalkeeper.
The out tanding play of goal- .
keeper Connie Yang '03 fru trated
Tufts in the first half, as she had 11
save for the Engineers.
IT's
oelani K. Kamelamela '05 added
ix more ave in the second half,
continuing Tufts' lament.
The re ult, although it will not
AARON D. MIHALIK-THE
TECH
count to ards
IT record, could
Candace N. Wilson '04 dribbles past a defender during the Women's
be a harbinger of good things to
soccer game against Fitchburg State. The Engineers racked up a
come for the 2001 season.
flawless 3-0 record over the past week.
take op ner at borne
On Thur day, eptember 6, the
Engineers opened their regular eaon with a home game against vi iting Fitchburg tate. Though it too
fifteen minute or 0 for MIT to settle in they moved the ball adeptly
around the pitch and out of the reach

of the chasing Fitchburg players.
It i no big urpri e that Griffin
cor d the first goal of the ea on for
MIT, as he onnected off a comer
kic
from co-captain
arah K.
Perlmutter '02.
Eight minutes later midfielder
onica F.
orri on '04 cored in

Tennis Starts Season
With Flawless Wm
Tech Defeats Wheaton, 9-0
By Caroline Tlen
TEAMMEMBER

The
IT Women' Tennis Team began their eason with a 9-0
flawles win la t aturday. Wheaton proved to be no match for this
eemingly invincible team of girl , who did not drop any ets.
The beautiful
aturday afternoon was favorable to
the MIT women a they quickly took the lead, winning at all of their double matches. Julie 1. Koo '03
and Lari a . Egloff 04 overpowered their opponents
on the court with an -3 victory.
hima Rayej '03 and
nn H ing '02 wept
through their match with an -2 win at econd double. Caroline
Tien '04 and newcomer Jaclyn E. Cichon '05 also shut out their
opponent
-1. t fourth doubles Jes ica Hall 02 and Jennifer
.
Hipp '04 10 t only one game.
"Thi was a good tart for us" aid Coach Carol Matsuzaki.
"We did well implementing the things we've been working on in
double.
Double should be a trength for us this year if we keep
working hard at it."
Eager to win her singles match, Koo used aggressive groundtrokes to win 6-2 6-2. Similarly, Rayej howed the same toughnes with a 6-0 6-3 win.
At third ingles Egloff deci iveJy blew her opponent away with a
6-2, 6-2 victory. On the next courts over Tien and Hall showed no
mercy, with 6-1, 6-1 and 6-0, 6-1 wins.
While Hipp faced a tough 7-5 first set, she easily won the next
et 6-1. Likewi e, although Cichon sweated through a 6-4 win in
the fir t set, her 6-2 victory in the second set was a breeze.
Alongside her, Hsing pulled out a quick 6-3, 6-2 win, and Ruby 1.
Pai 04 bad a clean -1 pro-set victory despite her prained ankJe.
the women'
tenni team enter their packed fan season,
vision
of another
ew England Women's and Men's Athletic
Conference title optimistically float through each of their minds.
Thi Friday,
eptember 14, they will head off to Babson in the
hope of another win and on aturday they will battle it out with
mith College on the MIT borne tennis courts.

an unorthodox fashion. Though a
throw-in i indirect and a team cannot
core
directly
from
it,
om on's mighty throw found the
goal off of a unwitting Fitchburg
defender.
s if to prove she could

IT defeated Bate
ollege
heaton College
and Gordon
ollege to take the ch mpion hip
trophy at the ordon
ollege Invitational,
IT
fir t victory
ince it began attending in 199 .
IT began the day
again t Bate
ollege who
IT
had not beaten in their pre iou
our matche . After a bac and forth
fir t game, MIT found them elve
down 20-24 before taging a comeba k to win 30-27.
fter that, the
Engineer never looked back, winning the ne t two gam s fairly ea ily (30-20 30-1 ) to win the match
3-0.
IT tumbled in the fir t game
against Wheaton College 29-31
after failing to convert the first
game point.
fIT gathered themelve
however, to win the next
three games (30-26 30-22, 31-29)
and the match 3-1.
In MIT' final match of the day,
MIT faced the hosts, Gordon
College .. Steady play by the
Engineers throughout
the match
produced another 3-0 win (30-23,

30-1 , 33-31 and earned MIT the
tournament trophy.
iddle hitter
Lauren E. Frick '03 dominated the
net in the final match getting i
kill and i blo k .
Throughout the day, it wa the
teady play of right
ide hitter
Barbara J.
hultze '02 and out ide
hitter my W. ok 02 that pro ed
too powerful
for opponent
to
o er orne. Also out ide hitter
ydia M. Clayton 04 found way
to puni h the oppo ition, po ting 9,
16 and 14 kill respectively
in
each match.
Howe er it wa etter Christina
lrnodovar 02 and middle hitter
Kelly A. Martens '03 who tole the
how, as Almodovar earned Al1Tournament
Team honors
and
Martens earned the tournament's
Most Valuable
Player
award.
Marten's performance also earned
her the ew England Women's and
Men's Athletic Conference Player
of the Week award.
MIT now enter their conference schedule with a 6-1 record
under their belt. The Engineer
will face Mt Holyoke College on
Saturday in DuPont Gymnasium at
1:00 p.m.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Saturday, September

15

Men's occer vs. Rhode Island College, 1:ODpm
Women's Volleyball vs. Mt. Holyoke, 1:OOpm
Field Hockey, Alumnae Game, 1:OOpm
Women's Soccer, Alumnae Game, 4:30pm
Tbursday, September 20
Women's Soccer vs. Bridgewater State, 4:30pm

Soccer, Page 23

Estrada Wms Prize, Soccer Team Shines
By Roger F. Crosley
DIRECTOR

OF SPORTS INFORMATION

• Cri tina Estrada '01, the 20002001 women's basketball most valuable player was named winner of a
prestigious
ational
Collegiate
thletic
Association
Postgraduate

Sports
Shorts

Scholarship. Estrada is one of only
six Division ill women's basketball
players nationwide to receive the
honor.
.. Philip M. Deutsch '04, a quarterback
was named to the New
England
Football
Conference
Weekly Honor Roll for his play in
the Engineers' 29-12 victory over
Mass Maritime Academy. Deutsch
completed 12 of 19 passes for 167

yards and ran for 57 more yards and
a touchdown to lead the MIT to its
first
victory
ever
over the
Buccaneers. The Engineers rushed
for 269 yards in the game: It was the
highest rushing total for the team
since October 19, 1996 in a victory
over Curry College.
• For the first time in the history
Sports Shorts, Page 23
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Quarterback Philip M. Deutsch '04 dodges a tackle from a Mass Maritime player during the 29-1.2 win
on Saturday. Deutsch compfeted 12 of 1.9 passes for 167 yards and ran for 57 yards to a touchdown.

